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Daemen College Begins Construction 
of New Student Residences
New Year Brings DemoBtion of 
Worid War H-Era Buildings By Mike Andrei
O ut w ith the old and in  w ith the new. Beginning in  fa ll, 2 0 0 1 , stu­dents at Daemen College w ill begin a transition to new apartment-style housing, w hich, when completed, w ill house 384 students. It ’s a three- phase, $13.5 m illion project, which w ill replace 23 aging apartment-style residences on Campus Drive, border­ing the College. The first phase,
scheduled to be completed by fa ll, 2 0 0 1 , w ill feature 3 new buildings, each hard wired for Internet access and cable TV. Students w ill occupy suites, each w ith four single bed­rooms, two bathrooms, and one kitch­enette. The second phase is slated to begin this summer, with completion targeted for December, 2001; the
(continued on pg. 2)
Peter F. Hunt, chairman of the Board of Trustees, 
cited the College’s commitment to meet the 
challenges presented by changing times. Hunt’s 
remarks were made at groundbreaking ceremonies 
February 15,2001.
PA Students in the Dominicani Republic for Spring Break
firs t Annual Academic Festival at Daemen
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Texas-based American Campus 
Communities, one of the largest 
developers of student residences in 
the country. The project architect is 
Lauer-Manguso Associates, a Western 
New York firm.
final phase is scheduled for completion 
by August 2002.
Prior to tearing down each building, 
crews from ADF Construction, using 
specialized equipment, will strip all 
bricks from the exterior walls. The 
bricks will be recycled. Work on the 
first building 
was well 
underway 
by mid- 
afternoon 
Monday,
January 30.
An added 
bonus of the 
project is 
that, when 
completed, it 
will also add 
about 80 
much-needed 
parking 
spaces to the 
College.
Daemen President Dr. Martin J. 
Anisman acknowledged that students 
today want different living conditions. 
“They don’t like and don’t want to live 
in the traditional Tong hall’ dormitory 
environment,” he said. “Students are 
seeking this type of housing at colleges 
and universi­
ties across the 
country, and 
soon they’ll be 
able to find it 
at Daemen. We 
feel it’s impor­
tant for us to 
provide this 
option in order 
to stay compet­
itive and keep 
up with chang­
ing times.”
The new 
units are being 
developed by
Daemen Trustees and administrators break ground for the 
College’s new student residence units February 1 5 ,2 0 0 1 . (L-R) 
Paul A. W illax, trustee; Dale B. Demyanick, trustee; Frank 
Balcerzak, vice president for business affairs; Mary Lou Rusin, 
trustee/chair, Daemen Nursing Department; Martin J. Anisman, 
president; Peter F. H unt chairman of the Board of Trustees; Mary 
McCarrick, OSF, trustee; Charles L Lumsden, chairman of the 
Board of Trustees-Emeritus; Thomas E. Biydges, vice chair of the 
board; Joan E. Shatkin, trustee; Lynn M illane, trustee.
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Faculty Notes
M ary Fox, Assodate Professor o f Education, has w ritten a chapter enti­tled “Early Childhood” in  Special 
Education Case by Case. G . W illiam s,C . Thom as, J . Seabrooks, &  L. Roberson (editors) Dubuque, Iowa, Kendall/Hunt 
(2001).Shaw n J . Kelley, Assodate Professor of Philosophy/Religious Studies, has pub­lished an artid e, “Race,” in  the recently published Handbook o f Postmodern 
Biblical Interpretation, editor ARM  Adam, Chalice Press (2000).Jam es A . M oran, Professor o f Philosophy, w ill speak on the topic “Coerdve M edicine” to the Rochester Bioethics Discussion Group.
M aureen Sherlock has received the Sandra F. Shaw Student Nurse Practitioner Award from  the New York State Coalition o f Nurse Practitioners. The organization represents more than 2 0 0 0  nurse practitioners across New York State. Candidates for the student nurse practitioner award m ust have been enrolled in  an accredited nurse practitioner program , completed at least 12 hours o f graduate study, and m ain­tained a GPA o f 3 .0  or better.
Robert A . M orace, Professor o f English, has sent out his completed hook m anu­script, Irvine Welsh’s  Trainspotting, to he published in  December by Continuum  Publications (London and New York).Dr. Morace w ill also deliver a paper entitled “ Trainspottings” at the Screen Studies Conference, June 29- Ju ly  1, Glasgow, Scotland.
Dr. Morace has also recently com plet­ed several essays: “ Sinners in  the Hands o f an Angry Gardner,” appearing in  the collection The Puritan Origins o f 
American Sex: Religion, Sexuality, and 
National Identity in American Literature, editor Tracy Fesenden, e t.a l., (New York and London: Routledge, 2001); “The Gluey W hine o f Connectedness,”Review, ed. Jam es 0 . Hoge (University of V irginia, forthcom ing); and another on John Lancaster, appearing in  Twenty- 
First Century British Novelists, ed. M ichael M olino (Colum bia: Bruccoli Clark). He has completed a review o f Jam es A tlas’s Bellow. A  Biography, forth­com ing in  the Saul Bellow Journal; and is also a contributor to Literary A nnual, Contem porary Novelists 7th Ed., and Jew ish W riters o f the Twentieth Century.
Daemen Partnership W ith Major U .S.,Canadian and Mexican Universities 
Opens Future Opportunities for Daemen StudentsThis fa ll, a new exchange program w ill offer Daemen College students the opportunity to study in  Canada or Mexico. The project, “Education for Civic Society and Sustainable Communities,” is part of the NAFTA/U.S. Department of Education’s North American M obility Program, designed to create opportunity and build stronger communities in  all three countries. This new program w ill lin k  Daemen w ith colleges and universities in  Canada and M exico, as well as Arizona International College of the University of Arizona, and Central W ashington University.Daemen College Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean Dr. Edwin Clausen, together w ith Daemen Foreign Language Department Chair Dr. Denise G . M ills, are spearheading Daemen’s
involvem ent in  the new program, and helping to structure the curriculum .“Education for Civic Society and Sustainable Com m unities promotes active participation in  building strong communities through education,” said Dr. Clausen. “There are seven institu­tions involved, three in  the U .S ., and two each in  Canada, and Mexico. One of the key goals is to develop a shared, portable curriculum, owned and accepted by all seven schools, to educate students from all three countries in  building civic society and sustainable communities. He added, “What we’re after here is that whether you’re a doctor, an engineer, or a teacher, you need to be cognizant of issues that affect sustainable communities. Education, along w ith popular participation, can help resolve problems that can impede develop­ment of these communities.”
Universidad La SajjeiJ 
Mexico City 
http://ulsa.edmj
Universidad de Guanajuato, 
Mexico
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Arizona International College, 
University of Arizona, Tucson I ,  
http://www.azintl.edu
Central Washington University, 
Ellensburg, Washington State 
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University of Northern 
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Prince George, BC ________
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U.S. Representative Thomas M. Reynolds Presents 
Check for Nearly $1 Million in Federal Funds to 
Daemen College
(LR) Daemen President Dr. Martin J. Anisman and Peter F. Hunt Chairman 
of the Daemen Board of Trustees, accept a check for nearly S1 million from 
U.S. Representative Thomas M. Reynolds in the Daemen Distance Teaming 
Center on January 10 of this year.U .S. Representative Thomas M . Reynolds (R-2 7th District) recently presented a check for nearly $ 1 m illion to Daemen College. The presentation took place in
the Daemen Distance Learning Center, in  the College Business and Commerce Building. Part of the new federal budget, the funds w ill benefit the Daemen College Distance Learning Network. A  live hookup to Wyoming County Com m unity Hospital was also featured. Representative Reynolds presented a ceremonial check for $8 9 0 ,0 0 0  -  $4 3 0 ,0 0 0  to augment the network, and $4 60 ,0 00  toward establishing a center to help disadvan­taged youth in  struggling rural school system s. Additionally,
Additional Grants Help Fund Distance Learning, 
Technology ServicesThis year, Daemen College has been awarded an $8 0,4 8 0  grant from The Margaret L. Wendt Foundation. The award w ill enable Daemen to expand computer-linked audio-visual technology for nearly one dozen classrooms across the College.“The Margaret L. Wendt Foundation is an integral part o f Western New York; their support has created opportunities
and changed life  for the better for many, m any people in  this community. We are extremely grateful for their support,” said Dr. Anism an. “We are committed to offering increased learning opportunities to our students through the world wide web, online learning, and distance learn­ing. This generous donation w ill enable more Daemen CoHege students to benefit from the m any advantages offered by the latest learning technologies.”
last year, Representative Reynolds was able to obtain $3 8 5 ,0 0 0  for the Daemen network.The Daemen CoHege Distance Learning Network was officiaUy launched October 7 ,1 9 9 9 ,  w ith a focus on health care programming and telem edicine. It reaches Western New York’s rural north and Southern Tier com m unities. Together w ith health care agencies and educators in  W yom ing, Stueben, Orleans, and Livingston coun­ties, the Daemen network is providing programming to medical professionals and the general puhUc in  each of those regions. The network, now featuring a broadband connection, provides a stan­dardized high-quality lin k , featuring fuU-m otion video and fu ll, real-time audio, and is an im portant component o f Daemen’s future growth and success.
Instructional
The instructional systems, part of the Daemen Instructional Technology Services upgrade project, w ill provide selected classrooms w ith increased web-based learning systems, noted James Bachraty, director of Daemen Instructional Technology Services. Bachraty said this w fil include a wide range of information-retrieval capabilities, multi-media audio-visual options, online learning, and access from home computers.
N e w s
Daemen Mission Statement Reflects 21st Centrny Goals
A  key strength of Daemen College 
has always been its focus on excellence 
in teaching and learning. Daemen fac­
ulty and administrators, together w ith 
the Board of Trustees, are working to 
shape the College for the 21st centuiy. 
Recently, one of the challenges that 
presented itself was a need to refocus 
the Mission Statement of the College, 
to reflect the changes presented by
today’s -  and more importantly -  
tomorrow’s economy.
“The integration of liberal learning 
and professional education has been a 
characteristic of Daemen College for 
three decades,” noted Daemen Dean Dr. 
Edwin Clausen. “Now, this concept 
w ill he brought even more sharply into 
focus. Daemen graduates w ill he well- 
versed in qualitative and quantitative
reasoning; comfortable w ith diversity; 
and they w ill recognize the importance 
of a global perspective, which is criti­
cal in today’s world. They w ill also he 
extraordinarily well-prepared for 
professional careers. The Mission 
Statement of Daemen College reflects 
these goals, and what students can 
expect from a Daemen education.”
The m ission o f Daemen College is  to prepare students fo r  life and leadership in an increasingly com plex 
world. Founded on the principle that education should elevate human dignity and fo ster civic responsibility 
and com passion, the College seeks to integrate the intellectual qualities acquired through the study o f the 
liberal arts with the education necessary fo r  professional accomplishment. This integration, which recognizes 
equal value in  liberal studies and professional programs, aim s at preparing graduates who are dedicated to 
the health and well-being o f both their local and global com m unities.
W ith a Daemen education, students w ill acquire the sk ill to solve problem s creatively and think critically. 
They w ill be comfortable with diversity and w ill recognize the importance o f a global perspective. They w ill 
be able to work w ith others and be invigorated by environm ents that present challenges and demand 
innovation. Daemen students are expected to be active participants in their own education, and informed 
citizens who understand that learning is a lifelong journey.
A t  the heart o f Daem en’s  integrated learning experience is  the relationship that can develop between the 
College’s  fa cu lty  and its students. Daemen prides itse lf on m aintaining a student-centered atmosphere and 
a close professional and collaborative association among a ll members o f the College com m unity. A ssisted  
by a supportive fa cu lty, Daemen students are encouraged to pursue goals beyond their in itia l expectations, 
to respond to academic challenges, and to develop habits o f m ind that enrich their lives and com munity.
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David A . Cristantello Named Vice President for 
External Relations at Daemen College
Daemen College President Dr. Martin J. Anisman has announced that David A . Cristantello has been appointed vice president for external relations and development. Most recently director of development for Niagara University, Cristantello has held senior development positions at Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research, Inc., St. John Fisher College, and Canisius College. He began his duties at Daemen in December.As a member of Daemen’s senior management cabinet, Cristantello is responsible for all operations at the College relating to external fund develop­ment. This w ill include recommending and implementing policies and proce­dures related to the development process; providing direction for all aspects of the Daemen development program, includ­ing marketing, public relations, the annual fund, foundation relations, and capital/major gift campaigns; and secur­ing government and private-sector funds for Daemen and its programs.
Cristantello holds a Ph.D. in Higher Education, and an Educational Master’s degree in College Counseling and Student Personnel. Both degrees are from the State University of New York at Buffalo. His B .A ., in Business Administration, is from the State University of New York College at Oswego. In making the announcement, Dr. Anisman cited Cristantello’s proven skills as a manager and outstanding record of accomplishment in higher edu­cation development.“David’s efforts have helped several top-flight Western New York colleges and universities strengthen programs and build for the future. He has first-rate skills as a fund-raiser, and we are very pleased to have him at Daemen. We all look forward to working with him.”As director of development for Niagara University, Cristantello coordi­nated and executed a capital and endow­ment campaign which exceeded its $25 m illion goal. He was also responsible for managing the University’s annual giving, corporate and foundation rela­tions, major and leadership giving, research, records, and planned giving programs, exceeding goals in each year.In addition, Cristantello coordinated development efforts for all of Niagara’s academic and administrative depart­ments. Before joining the development staff at Niagara, he spent two years as a partner in The Mattison Group, LLC, an East Amherst, New York, consulting firm , where he provided fund-raising counsel for nonprofit organizations, conducted feasibility studies, and coordinated strategic planning for capital campaign activities.Cristantello also served as vice presi­dent for development and administra­tion for Hauptman-Woodward Medical
Research Institute, Inc., where he pre­pared and implemented the Institute’s first comprehensive development and communications plan. Additional responsibilities included managing all development, communications, and external affairs efforts, and coordinating strategic planning. He also doubled the unrestricted annual fund, and increased the number and success rate of private grant proposals.Cristantello’s successes while director of development for St. John Fisher College included significantly increasing the number of proposals from the College private and government grants program; participating in a $7 m illion dollar capital campaign; and increasing membership in the College’s leadership gift societies.Among his career honors are Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society, Oswego Chapter, 1996; Excalibur Certificate of Merit, Public Relations Society of America, 1996; the George M. Martin Advancement Award for Distinction, Canisius College, 1989; and the State University of New York Program Excellence Award, 1985. Cristantello is a member of the Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP) and just completed his term as president of the Oswego State University Alumni Association; he serves on the Board of Directors of both organizations. He is also a member of the Board of Directors of the Health Care Industries Association, and The Western New York Planned Giving Consortium.Cristantello and his fam ily are resi­dents of Amherst.
Jeffrey M . Pagano Named Director of Financial Aid at 
Daemen College
Daemen CoHege has named Jeffrey M . Pagano director of financial aid. Pagano
was most recently section manager/bank- ing officer, Consumer Lending Collections, for M &T Bank in Buffalo.In his new position, Pagano w ill have fu ll responsibility for operation of the Daemen College Financial Aid O ffice, including managing, coordinat­ing, and supervising the administration of all federal, state, and institutional financial aid programs; managing all office personnel; working closely with student accounting operations; and compiling and issuing relevant fiscal reports.As section manager in M &T’s Consumer Lending Collections area, Pagano oversaw a staff of 30, and man­aged the daily workflow in  areas of the Special Services Department, including
Loan Workout, Operations, Collateral Remarketing and Department Training. He was responsible for developing and implementing a wide range of internal programs focusing on reducing business costs, increasing operational efficiency, and improving staff productivity. During his nearly 8 -year career with M&T, Pagano held a succession of supervisory positions throughout Consumer Lending Collections, including installment loans, high-risk collections, recovery, and Visa.Pagano holds a Bachelor of Arts in psychology from the State University of New York at Fredonia. He and his w ife, Kim, and son, Ryan, are residents of Amherst.
Daemen College-Seneca Babcock Community 
Partnership ExpandsTwo years ago, Daemen College was approached by the Rev. Brian Rotach of Seneca Street Methodist Church in Buffalo, concerning the need for volun­teers in the neighborhood. As a result, the Daemen College-Seneca Babcock Partnership was bom. The Daemen College Department of Social Work responded with students who wanted to get involved with the residents of the Seneca Babcock community. Over the last two years, the partnership has grown; this year, the program w ill expand to include more College departments.Close to 100 Daemen College students
-  from the Departments of Social Work, Education, and Physician Assistant -  are expected to offer their time and energy this spring as volunteers for the Seneca Babcock community. Neighborhood leaders, such as Nancy Rogers, clubhouse director of the Seneca Babcock Boys &  Girls Club, and Peggy Bogucki, director of the Seneca Babcock Community Center, say there are a lot of good people there, who look out for one another. Their community, they say, “draws you in .”Whether it ’s getting involved in run­ning after-school reading programs, helping a student develop good study
habits, or offering neighborhood health care through free testing and clinics, Daemen College faculty and student volunteers w ill be endeavoring to make a difference in  the lives of members of the Seneca Babcock neighborhood. The goal, for Daemen faculty members, is to build a sense of civic responsibility in participating Daemen students. Through meeting and assisting members of the Seneca Bahcock community, we w ill encourage our graduates’ involve­ment in  the health and well-being of their local and global communities.
cAlternative Spring Break; Students in Daemen College Physician 
Assistant Program Travel to Dominican Republic to Deliver Health Care to 
Residents of Rural Village B y M ike A n d rei
In the Dominican Republic village of Progresso Dos, there is no running water. The streets, unpaved, are lined with smaU houses cobbled together with sheet metal and wood. Residents make their living from nearby sugar farms and other local agriculture. The nearest medical care, in the town of San Pedro de Macons, is a 5-mile walk or ride by motorbike. It’s a trip the vil­lagers, who lack automotive transporta­tion, don’t often make because of exor­bitant waiting times and the expense. For a week this spring, they didn’t have to; health care, in the form of students from the Daemen CoUege Physician Assistant Program, came to them.Several months ago, M att Cole, a sophomore biology major at Daemen and an aspiring physician assistant, invited other Daemen PA students to accompany him  to the Dominican Republic for spring break this year. Cole knew the problems firsthand; his father, an Episcopal minister, had established a clinic in Progresso Dos two years earli­er, but the facility lacked the staff and medicine to provide health care to its residents. Daemen CoHege Physician Assistant Program Director Paul Jacques, a practicing PA and clinician, immediately saw an opportunity for his students to make a real difference in  the lives of the residents of Progresso Dos.“One of the key objectives of our pro­gram is to educate physician assistants who w ill provide health care in rural communities, regions that are under­served and lack ready access to first-rate health care. After talking with Mark Cole about conditions in Progresso Dos,I knew our students could help, and that it would also be an experience they would never forget,” said Jacques.
Having only a general idea of what types of health problems existed in  the village, Jacques and the Daemen PA stu­dents took a wide range of medical sup­plies with them; IV solutions and tub­ing; antibiotics and pharmaceuticals; scalpels and other basic surgical sup­plies; and physical diagnostic equip­ment; in all, more than $50,000 in medications provided by CitiHope International and various donors.“AH of this was nonexistent in Progresso Dos, and in the surrounding villages as weH,” Jacques noted. “We flew down from New York on the week­end of March 17, planning to begin see­ing patients that Monday. When we arrived at the clinic on the morning of the 19th, there were already 25 people lined up, waiting to be seen. Not just from Progresso Dos, but from other vil­lages and other states of the Dominican Republic as well. During the time we were there, our group provided health care to 160 patients.“We set up a triage, and from that we had each person examined by our junior-level physician assis­tant students.Once the examination was complete and a diagnosis made, the patient was taken to our pharmacy where we dis­pensed the nec­essary medica­
tion for them. The sophomores shad­owed the upperclassmen, and we kept rotating the students at each station, to give the broadest possible experience to everyone. We were also helped tremen­dously by the fact that one of our students, Rafael Genao, Jr ., while a New York State citizen and a naturalized citizen of the U .S., is from the Dominican Republic. His presence immediately helped put the local residents at ease with us.”And Jacques explained that just set­ting up the clinic took some tim e. There was a separate room, with an inside window for the pharmacy; shelving for the antibiotics and other medicines were assembled using boards and cinder blocks. For those patients too iU to travel to the clinic, Jacques and the Daemen students made house calls.“There was one woman who was suffering from dehydration -  which we saw a lot of down there. We traveled to her home and administered fluids intravenously and treated her infection.
Continued onpg. 10
H ousing conditions in  Progresso D os.
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Daemen College and People Inc. Collaborate on Service 
Learning Project For National Youth Service Day
Daemen College and People Inc., Western New York’s leading human service agency, worked together to pro­vide students w ith volunteer opportu­nities on National Youth Service Day, April 2 0 ,2 0 0 1 , through a jo in t serv­ice learning project. Daemen College students and 12 participants in  the Young Adult Life Transitions program, a collaboration between Daemen and People In c., volunteered as part of the first annual Daemen College Academic Festival, which coincided w ith National Youth Service Day.Young Adult Life Transitions is a unique new program on the Daemen campus, a collaboration between the College and People Inc. Daemen and People Inc. created the innovative pro­gram, which began last summer and fall at Daemen, to provide individuals w ith developmental disabilities, ages 18-23, the opportunity to develop
functional skills necessary to live a successful adult life .On April 20 , volunteers from Young Adult Life Transitions (YALT) assisted students from the City of Buffalo’s Seneca Babcock neighborhood in  cele­brating their academic achievements; on April 21 , both YALT and Daemen students volunteered at the St. Vincent de Paul Dining Room in Buffalo, provid­ing free meals to individuals in need.“Projects such as this increase the opportunities available for volunteers in  programs such as Young Adult Life Transitions, by establishing a relation­ship w ith the Daemen College Com m unity Service Department,” said Daemen Com m unity Service Director foseph Sankoh. “Young Adult Life Transition participants volunteer in and around Daemen College; the Com m unity Service Department can facilitate additional opportunities in the greater community.”
Linda Rinaldo, project administrator for People Inc. points out that Young Adult Life Transitions helps persons w ith developmental disabilities estab­lish  life  goals and also provides the necessaiy support and guidance to help them make the choices necessaiy to reach those goals. “This is another opportunity to gain skills, he included in  Daemen College activities, and give hack to the community,” she said.“Each student chooses what they want to do on campus or in the community, allowing them to learn to become self- directed individuals.”Funding for the Daemen College/People Inc. jo in t National Youth Service Day volunteer project was provided through a $3000 ABLE to SERVE grant, awarded to People Inc. through Youth Service America in association w ith the Corporation for National Service.
Daemen Conference Office Links to Liverpool
Paul Beasley, president o f the B ritish  U niversities 
Accom m odations Consortium  (on screen) explains 
how  h is university m anages their conferences and 
events to events directors gathered in  the Daem en dis­
tance learning center. M oderator Tom  A rkell, o f Brock 
U niversity, S t  Catharines, O n tario, is  at righ t.
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The in itial uses of the Daemen dis­tance learning network have been relat­ed to health sciences, but the flexibility that online learning provides means its benefits can extend beyond the class­room. Into a conference room, for example.This past October, The Daemen College Conference Office used the network to play host to a gathering of members of the International Region of The Association of Collegiate Conference and Events Directors (ACCE). Put together by Daemen Conference Director Margene Weiss, w ith support from Brock University
of St. Catharines, Ontario, attendees engaged in an expanded discussion of distance learning as it applies to special events. One of the highlights of the three-day gathering was a teleconference lin k  to Liverpool, England, for a live, transatlantic conversation with Paul Beasley, President of the British Universities Accommodation Consortium, and an international member of ACCE. The result was a lively discus­sion among conference officers from three countries, freely exchanging thoughts and ideas about the types of events currently taking place at colleges and universities on both sides of the Atlantic.
Daemen Holds first Academic Festival
This spring, Daemen College 
held its first campus-wide Academic 
Festival. The all-day event was a cel­
ebration of the academic and artis­
tic accomplishments of Daemen 
students of all majors and courses 
of study, in departments through­
out the College. The festival, held 
Friday, April 20, was open to stu­
dents, their families, guests, faculty 
members, and members of the 
Daemen Board of Trustees. All 
classes were suspended for the day.
Each year, this event will center 
on student presentations to the com­
munity and campus guests, providing 
a showcase for academic achieve­
ment and excellence through student 
and faculty presentations, exhibi­
tions, and performances. The presen­
tations, reflecting work done in a 
single discipline or interdisciplinaiy 
in nature, will be encouraged to 
encompass a range of forms -  from 
posters, papers, panel discussions, 
exhibits, or videos, to artistic, musical, 
or theatrical performances.
“Each year, the Academic 
Festival will provide a forum for 
Daemen students and faculty to 
share the scope and creativity of 
their work with members of the 
College campus community and 
our surrounding community,” 
said Daemen President Dr. Martin J. 
Anisman. “Additional goals of this 
important event include fostering 
campus unity and communication 
across academic disciplines, and 
building upon the already strong 
sense of community among all mem­
bers of the Daemen College campus.” 
The festival concluded with a pres­
entation by Dr. Gary Wells, one of 
this country’s foremost experts in 
eyewitness testimony. Dr. Wells, 
Distinguished Professor of liberal arts 
and sciences in the Department of 
Psychology at Iowa State University, is 
an internationally recognized scholar 
whose studies of eyewitness testimony 
are known and cited by law enforce­
ment, judicial, and educational leaders 
around the world.
Dr. Wells has served as an expert 
in criminal cases across the U.S. 
and Canada in some of the most vis­
ible criminal trials in this country, 
including the Oklahoma City bomb­
ing. His conclusions about eyewitness 
identification have received national 
media attention in such places as 
The New Yorker, The Chicago Tribune, 
The Los Angeles Times, The New York 
Times, and CBS’s 48 Hours and 
NBC’s Today Show.
His appearance was funded by 
the New York Council for the 
Humanities, the National Endowment 
for the Humanities, Robert Warren 
and the Estate of Rupert Warren, 
and presented by the Daemen 
College Division of Humanities 
and Social Sciences and the Daemen 
Conference Office.
Alternative Spring Break Cont... 
Another woman had a six-m onth 
old baby suffering from gastroenteritis. 
We were able to improvise by feeding her 
baby the IV solution; that replaced the 
infant’s fluids and electrolytes. It’s an easy 
solution, unless you don’t have access to die 
types of health care services that we take for 
granted in  the industrialized world. Then 
it can become life-threatening.”
The experience is one the Daemen 
physician assistant students won’t easily 
forget.
“The word I would use is em otional,” 
stated Kara Woods, a junior. “We were 
able to bring in  so m uch, and do so 
much, but there was still a lot we couldn’t 
address. One man waited in  lin e to be 
exam ined, and it  turned out he had 
cataracts, w hich we couldn’t do any­
thing about. That was all he came to us 
for. We helped so m any people there, 
but for som eone like that, we didn’t 
have the help he needed.”
“There were people in  lin e when we 
arrived, all during the week, and there 
were people in  lin e when we were pack­
ing up at the end o f the week,” said Dan 
Cronin, also a junior. “We realized there 
was only so much tim e we had to spend 
w ith the villagers, but even so, leaving 
was still veiy  difficult for all o f us.”
“I was trying to sleep on the plane, 
on the way hom e,” recalled Raymond 
Montanaro, another junior. “But I 
found it  im possible to let go o f the v il­
lagers and their lives. They were very 
warm, very gracious, and they had a 
lasting im pact on our team.”
Jacques says he and the Daemen PA 
students plan to return to the Dominican 
Republic next year, again working 
through CitiHope International.
“We’ll also be working more closely  
w ith government officials, as w ell,” he 
said. “The difficulties they face w ith  
regard to health care comes not from a 
lack o f w ill, but rather from a lack of 
resources. We can help w ith  that.”
■
Warriors Tie for First in NAC
Daemen Warriors, senior forward Monty Montgomeiy taps one in -  in  spectacular style! Montgomeiy 
was named 1st team All-Conference, and made Honorable Mention All-American.
second straight powerhouse season, winning 10 of their last 13 games.Post-season honors went to Monty Montgomeiy, 1st team All-
Conference, Honorable Mention A ll American; Adrian Baugh, 1st team All-Conference; and Jeff Fontaine, Honorable Mention All-Conference.
The Daemen men’s basketball team finished the regular season at 18-13 overall and a strong 7-1 in the Northeast Atlantic Conference, earning them a tie for first place in the NAC.Senior forward Monty Montgomeiy was named NAC player of the week after scoring 32 points and grabbing 10 rebounds in a 76-71 victory over Hilbert College, and getting 20 points and 11 rebounds in an impressive 91-70 win over Roberts Wesleyan. Montgomeiy also led the way with 19 points and 12 rebounds in a 81-73 victoiy at Houghton.Three Warriors scored in double- digits to help Daemen come hack from a five-point halftime deficit; sophomore forward Kevin Lange with 18 points; senior forward Adrian Baugh w ith l2 ; and sopho­more guard Brian Keenan with 11. The team followed up with its final regular season victoiy with an 88- 85 win over Michigan-Dearbom.The Warriors advanced to the con­ference championship game with a 68-65 home court win over Mount Aloysius in the NAC playoffs. The Warriors were again led by Montgomeiy, who poured in 21 points and pulled down 10 rebounds. The Warriors’ season ended with a 81-64 loss on Roberts Wesleyan’s home court in the NAC championship game Februaiy 27. But the Warriors turned in their
A T
Lady Warriors W in Regular Season Title!
Senior guard Monica Mihalics goes up for a juniper! Mihalics, a three-time NAC Player of the Week last 
season, was named 1st team All-Conference, and Honorable Mention All-American.
Daemen’s women’s basketball team ended the season on fire, coming in  first place in  the Northeast Atlantic Conference regular season w ith a 7-3 record (17-13 overall). In a late-season showdown at then first-place Houghton College, senior guard Monica M ihalics pounded out a domi­nating performance, scoring 26 points in  a huge 56-55 Daemen victory. The Lady Warriors then got an impressive nonconference win vs. NCAA Division I Albany, as sophomore forward Adrienne Welka led the way w ith 23 points and 12 rehounds. M ihalics, junior center-forward Adrienne Dykeman, and junior guard Crystal DeRosa all scored in  double figures to help the Lady Warriors in  an exciting 62-55 come-from-behind victory.Finally, junior guard Erin Howarth scored 15 points and M ihalics and Dykeman added 14 and 11, respective­ly, to put Daemen in  first place in  the NAC w ith a big 61-46 win over M ichigan Dearborn, their third straight late-season victory.Monica M ihalics was named NAC Player of the Week for the third time this year, after her strong performances in  Daemen’s three big w ins. But, despite a 12-point effort by Adrienne Welka, the Lady Warriors couldn’t get past Roberts Wesleyan in  the Northeast Atlantic Conference playoffs, taking a 70-62 loss.Post-season honors for the Lady Warriors included Monica M ihalics,1st team All-Conference and Honorable Mention All-Am erican; Adrienne Welka and Crystal DeRosa, 2nd team All-Conference; and Adrienne Dykeman, Academic All-Am erican.
■
a  tte e t i c N e w s
Men’s Soccer Team Defeats Buffalo State College
In their first season, the Daemen men’s soccer team defeated Buffalo State College, a well established, veter­an team. Under the guidance of coach Richard Pikuzinski, the team finished a respectable 9-7 in  their first year. Claudio Messa and Chris M cCann led the Warriors in  scoring.
Women’s Soccer Team 
Wraps a Successful 
First YearThe Daemen Women’s soccer Warriors, coached by former All- American Michael DiNunzio, wrapped up a very successful first-year season w ith a record of 7-6. The Lady Warriors won their last three regular season games, 3 -0 ,6 -1 , and 12-0, against Hilbert twice and D ’Youville once. They lost their fin al game 6-0 to Houghton, ranked 11th nationally, in  the NAC tournament. Crystal DeRosa led the team w ith 14 goals this year, while Nicole Strife had five goals and seven assists. Natalie Dumas played every minute for the Lady Warriors in goal and boasted three shut-outs.
Cross-Country Wins in Mika, Majdirzak Lead Daemen Golfers in 
Fredonia ScoringLed by sophomore Kimberly Hitchcock and junior Josh Schroeder, Daemen’s men’s and women’s cross country team won the Fredonia Invitational last fa ll.Hitchcock and Schroeder were the team’s lead runners for the season.
Led by freshman Bryan Mika and sophomore Je ff M ajchrzak, the Daemen golf team had a successful fa ll season, w inning the Perm State Behrend Invitational, and finishing second in  the Oswego Invitational. This spring, the Warriors w ill compete in  the Garmon Invitational in  Pennsylvania and the D istrict 9 Cham pionships, May 3-4, in  M t. Vernon, O hio. In post-season honors, the Warriors Alexander Heinrich, a junior, was named Academic All-Am erican.
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A Letter to Our Alumni
< | growth and awakening.
Springtime in Western New York is a weather, but also on the
Daemen campus, first * * •  e$0entforExtemal Relations, response-  Daemencommunity inDet^ » ™ £ * £ and ilum„i relations. Vmpleased 
Me for the areas of public relations, develp n fthen Rosary Hill
College) campus in the ^  visit to the campus. I think you miHfliiSSSSg-
marked in 2002. with the celebration of fl Farfilrther information on any
plan to observe this i m p o r t a n t ¿ 2, „v isit the alumni page on the Daemen 
please call the Alumni Office at (716) 839 8
rniiPdp website at www.daemen.edu.
Happy Spring!
David A. Cristantello.Ph.D.
Vice President, External Relations
m
17th Annual SalomonSmithBamey/Daemen 
Golf Classic Set for June 11 at Westwood Countiy Club
16th Raised Record Amount For Scholarships
Under the leadership of Thomas E. Biydges, vice chairman of the Daemen Board of Trustees, the 16th Annual SalomonSmithBamey/Daemen Golf Classic raised a record $42,750 for Daemen scholarships.The tournament was held at Westwood Countiy Club in Wflliamsville, New York.This year’s tournam ent com mittee chair is Catherine M . LePage Cam pbell ’8 4 . Play w ill again he held at Westwood. The date is June 11.Registration fee is $195 per entrant.To register for this year’s tournament, call the Daemen Office of External Relations at (716) 839-8212!
The Easter Bunny Cornes to Daemen!More than 160 Daemen alum s, friends, and fam ily  turned out to make the Alum ni Association Buffalo Chapter’s annual “Breakfast W ith the Easter Bunny” a resounding success. Easter eggs were hidden -  although not too carefully -  throughout W ick Center, along w ith Easter baskets and, of course, chocolate bunnies.A  good tim e was had by a ll. The annual event was held A pril 2 this year.
(L-R) Thom as A . Jam bro, B u ffalo Board o f Education; Jerald M . Stoddard, M & T  Bank; 
Thom as E . B iydges, Jaed d e, Fleischm ann &  M ugel, LLP; Frank A . Balcerzak, Daem en 
College; Catherine M . LePage Cam pbell, Blue Cross &  Blue Shield o f W N Y ; Richard J . 
D ay, E sq ., Saperston &  D ay P C ; Deborah A . D iM atteo, M & T  Trust Com pany; Adrian F. 
Dedecker, D I, Dedecker Saxe Associates, In c .; Joan E llis  Shatkin, Joan E llis  A d vertising  
Com pany; Lou H . Ebert, Adelphia.

2000 Annual Giving
Januaiy 1 to December 31,2000
An increasing number of donors contributed last year to Daemen College through gifts to the Annual Fund, endowed 
scholarships, completion of pledges for capital projects, and by participating in college events. Their gifts qualify them for 
membership in one of the following giving societies. W ith deep appreciation, the college is honored to recognize the 
individuals and organizations listed here for their loyalty and generosity.
THE PRESIDENT’S 
COUNCIL
$5,000 or more
Hallmark Management Service 
Ms. Magdalene M. Hettler 
Hunt Real Estate Corp.
M & T B an k  
Providence Fund 
Ms. Lisa Rafferty ’75  
Sisters of St. Francis 
Mr. Robert Warren
THE FOUNDERS’ 
SOCIETY
$1,000 to $4,999
Adelphia Cable Communications 
American Campus Communities 
Bank One Corporation 
Bell Atlantic Foundation 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of WNY 
Edward J. Kavanagh Foundation 
Enron Foundation 
Ms. Margaret Rooney Foegen ’6 9  
Gibraltar Steel Corporation 
Mrs. Eileen Burke Hogenkamp ’6 2  
Ms. Elizabeth George Ivers ’7 0  
Jaedde, Fleischmann & Mugel,
Ms. Geraldine Drexelius Kennedy ’53
Ms. Elizabeth Kolber ’6 9
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan A. Levy
Lumsden & McCormick, LLP
Matthews, Bartlett & Dedecker
Mr. Francis McDonald ’8 2
Charles McDougald Memorial Race
Modem Disposal Services
Ms. Joanne Angelo Moeller ’6 4
Ms. Kathleen O’Shaughnessy ’71
The Vincent and Harriet Palisano Foundation
Dr. Janice Pruch ’73
Ms. Barbara Nicotera Prymas ’6 2
Salomon Smith Barney
Ms. Eileen Stager Somers ’55
Wal-Mart # 2 2 1 0
Dr. Laurence Wright ’8 4
THE 1947 SOCIETY
$500 to $999
Mr. Glenn Arthurs
Bass Pro Shops
Building Controls & Services,
Ms. Catherine LePage Campbell ’8 4  
Cellular One
Ms. Maureen Castine Chandler ’56  
Clover Capital Management, Inc.
Daemen Golf Classic 
Ms. Maureen Dell ’6 6  
Elias Asset Management, Inc.
Ms. Joyce Fink ’52
Fire Safety Systems
Ms. Sylvia Viverito Fredricks ’6 3
Mr. Tony Goodwin
Grand-Jude Corporation
Joseph E. Neubert Roofing, Inc.
Kemper Matching Gift Program, F2 
Lauer-Manguso & Associates 
Mr. Thomas Mackowski ’8 3  
Ms. Cecilia Matta ’74  
Ms. Kathleen McCarthy ’6 0  
Ms. Lynn Schermerhom Millane 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Miller 
Morris Protective Service, Inc.
Ms. Katherine Ryan Murphy ’71 
Mr. Dennis Powers 
Saperston & Day, PC 
Mrs. Joan Ellis Shatkin 
Sun Microsystems Foundation 
Dr. and Mrs. Nelson Torre
THE CENTURY 
SOCIETY
$100 to $499
ABD/Aladdin Lighting & Recycling 
Ms. Caroline Adams ’8 6  
Aesthetic Associates Centre 
Ms. Patricia Ryan Agostino ’6 9  
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Alexander 
Allcourt Floor Restoration 
Allfirst Foundation 
Mr. Michael Andrei 
Dr. M artin Anisman 
Ms. Maiy Beth Del Prince Arthur ’6 6
Atlas Elevator Co., Inc.
Ms. Mary Backman
Mr. Frank Balcerzak
Ms. Mary B au er’7 2
Dr. Fredricka Baytos - Huber ’7 0
Ms. Patricia Ryan Bean ’5 6
Dr. Kathleen Boone
Ms. Dolores Makey Bossman ’5 9
Ms. Jayne Kratz Brasser ’7 4
Ms. Patricia Gannon Brennan ’5 2
Thomas Biydges Esq.
Ms. J ill  Barcikowski Buczak
Buffalo State Alumni Association
Ms. Anne Golebiewski Bukowski ’63
Ms. Sharron Blackman Burak ’9 7
Ms. Gail Maurer Busse ’6 3
Ms. Norma Babcock Butler ’5 3
Mr. James E. Byrne
Ms. Joanne Cavalieri ’6 5
Ms. Mary Jane Centola ’75
Ms. Madonna Smith Chernesky ’6 4
Ms. Mary Maclnnis Chin ’6 9
Dr. Edwin Clausen
Ms. Sheila Cleary ’6 2
Ms. Mary K. Davidson Collins ’6 9
Dr. Robert Colson
Mr. John Comstock *85
Mr. Terry Connelly
Mr. Scott Cooper ’8 8
Mr. Donald Coovert
Ms. Arm Marie Summers Corbin ’7 0
Ms. Jean Am s Cuddy ’6 0
Ms. Patricia Foley Cusick ’6 6
Custom Computers International
Daemen College Associates
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Davis
Richard Day Esq.
Mr. Adrian Dedecker HI 
Dedecker-Saxe Associates, Inc.
Ms. Kay Murray Degenhardt ’6 0  
Ms. Kathryn M iller Denzel ’5 9  
Digicon Imaging Inc.
Ms. Deborah DiMatteo 
Ms. Lenore Peters Dimon ’6 3  
Ms. Valerie Kern DiPasquale ’8 9  
Ms. Elizabeth Dobbins ’7 6  
Ms. Christina Wos Donnelly ’8 0  
Ms. Sarah Ryan Dunbar ’6 9  
Eaton Office Supply 
Mr. Louis Ebert 
Ms. Barbara Elias
Donors are listed whose gifts were received between Januaiy 1,2000 to December 31,2001. Despite efforts to avoid error, some may occur. If your name has been omitted or misspelled, please accept our 
j f i K l  apology and notify the External Relations Office by phone (716-839-8212) or mail. The enclosed envelope has been provided for your convenience.
Published by the Office of External Relations, Daemen College • 4380 Main Street, Amherst, NY 14226-3592 • (716) 839-8212 • Design: Daemen Office of Publications
A n n u a
THE CENTURY 
SOCIETY
ContinuedM r. David Elias M s. Vera M artin Fakhouri ’ 72 Faso’s Restaurant Financial Recoveries, Inc.Fox &  Com pany LLPM s. Nancy Cassino Friday ’71M r. Sidney FriedmanM s. Donna King Fritton ’52M r. Kenneth Fuchs ’80M s. Dorothea Gallagher-Kerling ’68M s. Susan GeerkinM s. M ary Kay Pugliese Geroux ’69M r. John GerrityGoldm an Titanium , Div. GCF Inc.M s. Sharon Jordan Goodrich ’64Gorenflo’s Bflo W holesale LockGrand Island TransitM r. Gary GreenfieldGTE M atching ContributionsM s. Joan Gunther P h .D ., PTM r. and M rs Gregoiy HahnM s. Linda Kohlback Hassett ’68Sr. DeSales Hattenberger O SF ’59M s. Anne HeideM r. Philip Hendrix ’81M s. Lisa Hickey ’99M s. lis a  McNamara H olt ’69M s. LuAnn Howe ’ 75M s. Carol Lano Hughes ’60M r. Peter HuntM r. Stuart H untH urw itz &  Fine, PCHy-Grade D istribuors, Inc.M r. August IacovittiIBM  International FoundationImagecore Ltd.M s. G ail Marchese Inglese ’86 Ingram  M icro Corp.Iroquois Energy M anagem ent, LLC J  &  L Premier Landscape, Inc.M r. Paul Jacques Thomas Jamhro Ph.D .Jam es J . Girard M s. Susan Jaros M r. M artin Johnson Dr. Eileen JoyceM s. Katherine Koessler Juhasz ’62 M r. and M rs. Luiz Kahl M s. Joan fe lly  Kane ’59 M r. Thomas Keefe ESQ ,M s. M aiy Jane Sullivan Kelley ’57 M s. M ary Jo H ezel Ketchum  ’63 KeyBank USAM r. and M rs. Pradeep Khurana M s. M aiyellen Doyle Kloss ’86 M r. Seymour Knox IV  M s. Theresa Kolodziej ’83 M s. V irginia fe tla rz  M r. Randall Kramer M s. Linda Kuechler M s. M arie Lane Bert ’ 71
Lash W ork Environm ents, Inc.M s. M aryann Truby Laslo ’65M s. Debra Lesniak ’ 79M s. Ju d ith  W adenga Levis ’69M s. Stephanie LoCastro ’63M s. Judylee M atesick Loos ’69M r. Thomas LoughranM r. and M rs. Charles LumsdenM s. M ary Lyons ’68M r. Charles Lytle nM s. Mary Schwendler Maggiotto ’53M anchester Cable InstallationM r. Giles M anias, E S QM s. Edna Marks ’68M r. Patrick M cCarthy Sr.M s. Evelyn Cappellini McDonald ’5 7M s. G ail M cH u gh ’65M s. Laurie Sandell M cLeister ’85M s. M artha M cM ahonM r. Jack M cN ultyM s. Cynthia Sauer M esanovic ’76M s. Jeannie Strom  M iano ’63M id-City O ffice Equipm ent, Inc.Dr. Denise M illsM J M echanical Services, Inc.M r. John MooreDr. and M rs. Philip MoreyM r. Charles MosesM s. M ary Frank M oynihan ’57M usicalFare TheatreM s. Janice Nelson ’ 66M s. Pamela NeumannNew England Business Service,M rs. Connie NewcomeM r. Donald NewmanM rs. Edith Ann Newman ’63M s. Georgia Cody N u cd  ’64M s. M ary Lou fen n y O ’Connor ’ 74M r. Dennis O ’ShaughnessyM s. Elloeen OughtersonM s. Kathleen Pawlak Pawlowski ’93M s. Ruth PenmanM r. M ichael Pinto CFO ,EVPM s. Patricia Didomenico Prince ’71R .R . D onnelley &  Sons Com panyMs. Elizabeth Cavanaugh Rapasadi ’65Rem ley &  Com panyDr. M ary RicottaRM F Printing Technologies, Inc.M s. Teresa Rogacki ’82M r. M ark Rom offM s. Donna M uscato Roof ’73M s. Christine Rog Ryan ’64M s. Jeanne O ’Grady Ryan ’63Dr. Charles SabatinoM r. Salvatore SavarinoM s. Judith  Cam rike Sayko ’69M s. Connie Schm itz ’97School GuideM s. Jean M iano Schultz ’63 Security Credit System s, Inc.Dr. Carolyn Foster Segal PhD ’ 72 Dr. Todd E llis Shatkin Dr. Sam uel Shatkin Sr.M s. Anne Sheridan ’ 74Dr. Peter SiedleddM r. Donald SilveriM s. Sandra W ilkosz Sobierajski ’64
M s. Joanna Coppola Southard ’57 M r. and M rs. Stanley Star M s. M aiybeth Stevens ’83 M r. and M rs. Regis Stevenson Stovroff &  Taylor Travel, Ltd.M r. Joseph Stupski PT.O CS ’86Suburban Blacktop ServicesDr. Katherine SullivanM s. Rita Gradwohl Sweeney ’52M r. Frank Sw eitzerM s. M ary Thomas Synor ’66Sysco Food ServicesSysco Food Services - Jam estownM s. Norma TanevichM r. Keith TaylorTechnology D istribution Network TelergyTennant FoundationThe First PlaceThe PNC FoundationThe Procter &  Gam ble FundM s. Barbara Lufkin Thorogood ’ 76M r. John E . TigueTom’s Tree ServiceMr. Jim  TrampertM s. Eileen TuzziM s. Patricia Mercadante Valiante ’77 M r. Ralph Vanner M s. Carole Rose Vukelic ’55 M s. Ju lia  Clark W eidemann ’58 M s. Margene Weiss Weydman Electric, Inc.M r. Brian W ilkinsM s. Deborah W inter ’80M r. Joseph W inter ’89M r. and M rs. Wayne W isbaumM s. Laurie W olfe ’ 78M s. Christine Carr Woodams ’69M r. and M rs. Jonathan W rightM r. Raymond W ylegala
FRIENDS
Gifts to $100
“C ” District
M s. Patricia Adams
Mr. Samuel Adams
M s. Helen Addona
Mr. Jim m y Addona
M s. Kathleen Borschel Adle
M s. Patricia Ackley Albig ’ 70
Mr. Mark Alderfer ’81
M s. Kimberly Alfes ’87
M s. Gail Allen
Mr. James Allen
Mr. Michael Allexenberg
M s. Aisha Als
M s. Denise Andrews Ammerman ’83 
M s. Colleen Angielczyk 
M r.& M rs. Alfred Anscombe 
M s. M aiy Fish Anthony ’ 53 
M s. Paulette Anzelone ’ 73 
M s. Lynda Asselta Arcuri ’80 
M s. Laurie Argauer 
Mr. Arthur Armour Jr. ’ 76 
M s. Diane Alfano Am one ’81 
M s. Carol Suledd Am s ’56 
M s. Eleanor Doladnski Ash ’ 72 
AT&T Foundation
L G  I V I N G
M s. Christine. Austin
M s. Marcia Muldoon Austin ’66
M s. Kathryn Balk Babcock ’71
M s. M aiy Biydges Barden ’ 58
M s. Susan Barlow
Mr. Louis Barrios
M s. Pamela Klein Barilo ’97
M s. Eva Kaloshis Basehart ’89
Mr. Mark Basile
Mr. Bruce Bassity
M s. Virginia Bast ’68
Mr. and M rs. Jerome Batt
M s. Elaine Batterby ’74
Mr. Michael Bauer
M s. Michele Bauman
M s. Patricia Beaman
M s. Patricia LoBue Becht ’55
M s. Michelle Calella Beebie ’ 76
M s. Denise Hunter Behm ’ 76
Mr. Lawrence Beiter
M s. Ellen Belair
M s. Ann Bellissim o
M s. Kelly Bely-Brink
M s. Christine Irwin Benetti ’89
M s. M aiy Bennett
Mr. Joseph Bergen
M s. Donna Berry
M s. Candice Bert
Mr. Michael Betrus
M s. Amanda Bishop
M s. Martha Pettis Blacher ’ 74
M s. Barbara Hubbard Block ’60
M s. Eileen M cCarthy Bogner ’89
M s. Marcia Boguslawski ’69
M s. Michele Dail Bonafede ’92
M s. Elizabeth W hite Bonsel ’61
Mr. Charles Booker
M s. Arlene Weisser Bossert ’69
M s. M aiy Ellen M aggioli Boyle ’70
M s. Linda Brazil! ’69
M s. Rose Ann Jaworski Breau
Mr. Roger Brennan
M s. Ruth Braven Brewer ’97
M s. Patricia Brophy ’70
Mr. Fitzgerald Brown
M s. Gina Brown
Mr. Gerald Browning
M s. M arilyn Gorman Brunner ’62
M s. Caroline Ernst Buerk ’59
Buffalo lig h t & Supply Corp.
M s. Karen Laskowski Burden ’68
M s. Kristen Burgess ’96
M s. Linda Young Busz ’6 5
M s. Kandice Butcher P.T. ’84
Mr. Christopher Byrd
M s. Anne Calabrese
Mr. and M rs. Samuel Cainilleri Jr.
M s. Maureen Canney ’56
M s. M aiy Lou Cappellini RN ’90
M s. Carrie Cariello
Mr. John Carlin
M s. Maureen Cannon Carline ’ 71
M s. Clare Siegel Carlson ’59
Mr. Pete Carroll
M s. Deidre Carswell
Mr. Daniel Cassetta
Mr. Randy Cenedella
Mr. John Certo
Dr. Lynda Cessario
M s. Margaret Bunce Chaffa '61
M s. Patricia Cheney ’ 73
M s. Nancy Rutkowski Chemega ’ 73
M s. Judith McCadden Chrisman ’61
M s. Laura Clutz ’95
Mr. Peter Coates
M s. M aiy Ann Colangelo
Mr. and M rs. George Collins
M s. M arilyn Mercer Collins ’61
M s. Ann Lalley Conley ’56 B
G i v i n gA n n u a l
FRIENDS
ContinuedM s. M aijoiie Connors ’56M s. Jeanne Saumby Conttno *76M s. Kerri Richardson Cook ’96M s. Stacey CooperM s. Amy CorcoranCom ing Incorporated FoundationM s. Sandra Costanza ’89Mr. Michael CoughlinM s. Patricia Wendling Coyle ’64Mr. Brace CramerM s. Rosalind CramerMr. Peter CrofutM s. Joannne DiSalvo Cromer ’81M s. Karen Cuevas ’90M s. Joan Palmisano Currier ’68Dr. Michael CunyM s. Patricia Berst Cuviello ’54Mr. David CyrBuffalo Chapter Daemen CollegeM s. Audrey D ’Amico Dalgler ’64M s. Josephine Dalessandro ’63M s. Susan Erick Daly ’ 72M s. Jennifer DanahyM s. Deborah DanielM s. Michele Hugo Darroch ’86M s. Clare Deegan Darstein ’60M s. Natalie DavisMr. Gary Davison ’73M s. Jill DawleyMrs. Joan Attea Deinhart ’56M s. Ruth D elilloMs. Margaret DeLucaM s. Lauralann DennyM s. Mary Murphy DeRosa ’ 75M s. Sharon Dutkowski Dicosola’94M s. Nicole DidasM s. Jennifer DierM s. Mary DimockM s. Rose DipaolaMr. David DispenzaM s. Cynthia DohertyM s. Alane Riester Donahue ’ 73M s. Arlene Evan ish Donahue ’63M s. Teresa Herzog Dorn ’ 72M s. Judith Ball Dorr ’68Ms. Carolyn Hess Drabek ’59Mr. Thomas DrakslcM s. Patricia Driscoll ’74Mr. David Dudek ’74Mr. and Mrs. Robert DukeMr. W illiam  DunfordMr. John DunneM s. Meghan EarleEastern H ills PrintingDr. and Mrs. George EckhertM s. Laura EdsbergMr. and Mrs. John EdwardM s. Norma Kalke Engen ’5 7Mr. Paul EnsmingerM s. Amy EricksonMrs. Marlene EricksonM rs. Karen ErastF.A .S.T. ElectronicsMr. Michael Farley ’ 78M s. Elaine Navagh Farrington ’ 58Mr. Neil FarszmilM s. Beth Scarano Fazzone ’91M s. Tracy FernandezM s. Joan Weber Fett ’58Mr. Joseph PickMr. and Mrs. Edward FierleM s. Barbara Hackford Fildes ’65M s. Doreen FischerM s. Susan Greco Fischer ’82■
M s. Carol Zent Fix ’68 Mr. Michael Flaherty, Jr.Mr. Charles Flynn ’84M s. Kathryn Foit ’ 72Mr. Timothy Foley ’96M s. Rosemary Ruggiero Folks ’ 71M s. Megan ForgetDr. Mary FoxM s. Joanne Fricano ’77Mr. Ronnie FunderburkM s. Kelly FunkM s. Ruth M cCaulley Gaglione ’ 59 M s. Barbara Braun Gallo ’69 M s. Miriam  Benson Ganze ’67 Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Geier M s. Nicola Geiger M s. Victoria Geisenheimer Mr. Rafael Genao, Jr.Mr. Dave GerberM s. Mary Lynn Crump Gerber ’88M s. Ilene GershbergM s. Gina Ghiandoni *95Mr. James GiardinaM s. Tracey GiffordMr. Mark GillenM s. Kathy GlaserMr. Kenneth GoldbergM s. Virginia Goldyn RN ’87M s. Carol Kane Golysld ’ 73Mr. David GoodsellM s. Sally Gleason Goodson ’65M s. Mary M uffoletto Gore ’52Mr. Richard GraceMr. Robert GraesserM s. Mary GrahamMr. Larry GrayM s. Virginia Schmidt Greenan ’61 M s. Susan Grelick Mr. Gary GriecoDr. Lois Hofer Grollitsch Ph.D. ’ 70Mr. Peter GrollitschM s. M olly GronskiMr. Robert GrosdniakM s. Nancy Um freville GrossM s. Sandra Aserm ily Gross ’83M s. Robin Dubin Grossman ’89Mrs. Kelli GrubeM s. Arm Gigante Grundner ’66Ms. JoAnn Kowalski Grzechowiak ’62M s. Lorraine GrzybowskiM s. Valerie Bast Guenther ’61M s. Heather GugliuzzaM s. Joyce Guinn ’61Mr. Joseph GuskyM s. Mary Leberer Haberman ’61M s. M olly HaddmerM s. Patricia M iller Haher ’69M s. Maryanne Casey Hannan ’69
Mr. James Hannotte ’89M s. Kermuth Delmar Haraszko ’64Mr. and M rs. Michael HarringtonM s. Brandi HarrisM s. Phyllis HarthMr. David HartmanM s. Stacy HaskellMs. Katherine Britton, Farky Hatch ’69M s. Joan Collins Healey ’58Mr. Eric HeilemannMr. M ichael HeitzenraterM s. Jean HellerMr. Mark HerrnansonM s. Therese Vosh Hewson ’ 71Dr. Intisar HibschweilerM s. Kathy H illMr. Timothy HirschbeckM s. Eileen Hoffm an ’71M s. Mary Ellen Zang Hoffman ’64M s. Susan HollerM s. Deborah HolmesMr. Scott HootM s. Susan McGrath Homer ’69 M s. Mabel Houghton M s. Babbidean Huber Mr. Brian Huempfner ’98 M s. Yolanda Paluca Hujer ’53 M s. Ju lie H ull M s. Leslie Humphrey ’ 76 M s. Anne Leary Hunt ’6 7 Mr. and M rs. C . Stuart Hunt M s. Carolyn Sliger Hurley ’ 70 Dr. John HurleyM s. Michele Cardamone Hurley ’97M s. Joyce Amyotte Hutchins ’ 70M s. Edna HyerM s. Zena HymanM s. Wendy Belter Izzo ’ 74M s. Stacey JacksonMr. Timothy JacksonM s. Violetta JaffeM s. Michele Goldsmith Jandrew '88Mr. Gregory Jandura ’87M s. Phyllis Morgan Jardine ’62M s. Mary Carlin Jauch ’64M s. Ann Foran Johnson ’ 71Ms Geneva JohnsonMr. Isaac JohnsonM s. Katie JohnsonM s. Valerie JohnsonM s. Vorin Johnston ’ 78M s. Ayanna JosephMrs. Carol JosephM s. Theresa JoyceM s. Cynthia Jozwik-BurgeM s. Mary Ellen Dowd Kahn ’ 71M s. Lois W illiam s Kaminski ’93M s. Suzanne Kaminsky  ’54
Mr. Jeffrey KaplanMr. Jared KarasMr. Joseph KaszubskiM s. J. Karen Ryan Keane '63M s. JoAnn Kohlback Keenan ’ 70M s. Patricia Keller ’77M s. Marion Bunce Kharem ’64M s. Mary Valente Kiefer ’66Mr. Philip KieferMrs. Terry KielM s. Joann KijekM s. Diane Kimak ’66M s. Lynn KinkadeM s. Eileen Reagan Kirchgraber ’5 7M s. Phyllis KirkwoodMr. and Mrs. John L. KirschnerM s. Lynn KiskerM s. Rosemary Klein ’ 72Mr. Dennis KlempM s. Mary McMahon Klier ’6 5Sr. Grace Knauber O .S.F. ’64M s. Diane KniejskiMs. Mary Claire Schwach Knoble ’56M s. Kristie Knople ’98M s. Joanne Kelly Knorr ’ 71M s. Kimberly Knowlton ’86M s. M elissa Braun Koegst ’80Mr. Thomas Koestler ’76M s. Loretta Kogut ’ 52M s. Maureen Kelsey Kolb ’63Ms. Donna Campbell Koppmann ’66Mr. David KotowskiMrs. Gail KotowskiMr. Keith KowalM s. Joan Swierat Kowalewski ’53M s. Nancy Kowalewski ’92Mr. Carl KowalskiMr. Gary KraciukMr. Lawrence KrajewskiM s. Lori Petersen Krantz ’89M s. Maureen Connolly Kreider ’63Mr. Edward KucewiczM s. Sandra Lombardo Kuhn ’63Mr. James KulachM s. Margaret Kasinski Kupiec ’81M s. Janette Heggy Kurie ’66M s. Barbara Clark Kuzina ’67M s. Rita Kowalczak Kuzma '69Ms. Kimberley McGilveary Kwoka ’95M s. Toni Lista Lagona ’87M s. Eleanor LakyM s. Kathryn Daddario Larnpka ’81M s. Carol Siefert Laschinger ’60M s. Cheryl LaskowskiMr. Michael LatonaM s. Maria Latorraca ’65Mr. W illiam  LavigneM s. Megan Leaird-KochMr. David Lemay ’95Mr. Nick LichtenthalM s. Elaine Friel Lieber ’72M s. Jessica LightnerMr. Kevin LillisM rs. Arlene LinaM rs. Jan IindenauM s. Barbara LionProf. Karen LittleM s. John LonerganM s. Kathryn Sestak Lopez ’83M s. Patricia LordM s. Mary LoVullo-Huya ’ 77M s. Helen Lukasik ’80Prof. Thomas MaassMr. Timothy M adejewskiMs Susan MaguireM s. Kitty MaharMr. M ichael MalaneyMr. and Mrs. Paul M alyM s. Diane Manus ’64M s. Irene Baase M anzella ’ 70
FRIENDS
Continued
Ms. Laurie Manzella ’85
Ms. Theresa Mazzarini Marinaro ’6 2
Honorable Lynn Madden MarinelU ’85
Ms. Carol Marsack ’8 2
Ms. Karen Marschke-Tobier ’63
Ms. Carolyn Gerwitz Maslona ’63
Ms. Jan Mathis
Ms. Melissa Maurer
Mr. Thomas Mayer
Ms. Kathleen Seitz Mazurek ’72
Ms. Judith Mello McCabe ’6 7
Ms. Patricia Peters McCartan ’61
Ms. Susan Jankowski McCullough ’6 7
Ms. Sylvia McDougald
Mr. David Mcginnis
Maj. Althea McGowan USAF ’75
Mr. Leo McGrath
Mr. Frank McKeehan
Ms. Carol Parafinczuk McKenica ’9 4
Dr. Edward McMahon
Ms. Katie Mcnamara
Ms. Mary Jo McPhail-Brown ’8 6
Ms. Carol McPhillips ’6 9
Mead Corporation Foundation
Ms. Candise Kaye Meade ’72
Mrs. Dorothy Merrill
Metropolitan life  Foundation
Ms. Sarah Grinnell Metzger ’8 8
Mr. David Michaelson
Ms. Mary Mierzwa
Ms. Anne Miller ’79
Mr. Brian Miller
Ms. Cheryl Semlitsch Miller ’81
Ms. Doreen Miller
Ms. Robin Miller ’93
Ms. Abby Millner
Ms. Lene MoellerHansen
Ms. Beverly Monette ’5 4
Ms. Kelly Monkelbaan
Ms. Mary Ann Monroe ’73
Ms. Mary Lang Moore ’65
Dr. James Moran
Ms. Ann More
Mr. Richard More
Mr. Mark Morgan
Ms. M any Morris
Ms. Jacquelyn Morrison
Ms. Barbara Piwnica Moscinski ’8 0
Motorola Foundation
Mr. Alfred Moyer
Mr. David Moynihan
Ms. Antoinette Mucilli
Ms. Elizabeth Mucilli
Ms. Joanne Uebelhoer Mueller ’6 0
Ms. Tamara Mugel
Ms. Susan Mulcahy ’71
Mr. Michael Mulderig
Ms. Mary Shimshack Muller ’6 6
Munro Products
Ms. Isabelle Mercer Murphy ’5 8
Ms. Susann Jablonicky Musial ’7 4
Ms. Annette Spardno Mussachio ’58
Ms. Mary Benson Myszkiewicz ’72
Ms. Joan Nailos
Ms. Sharon Abbott Nazzaro ’8 3  
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Nelson 
Mrs. Janet Fay Newall ’0 0  
Ms. Joan Forero Newman ’71 
Ms. Joanne Novakowski Newton ’72  
Ms. Carolyn Bakalik Nicolay ’6 4  
Mr. Joe Nikolaus
Ms. Joanne Simeone Ninestine ’7 7  
Ms. Jacqueline Kottas Nitsche ’71 
Dr. Patricia Noker ’71 
Mr. John Nowak ’76
A n n u a l
Mr. Adam Nye
Ms. Mary Ann Kennedy O’Connell ’5 7
Mrs. and Mrs. Manus O’Donnell
Mrs. Richard O’Donnell
Mr. Kieran O’Loughlin
Ms. Julie O’Malley
Ms. Kathleen McCarthy O’Mara ’6 5
Dr. Elizabeth O’Neil
Mr. Patrick Occhino
Ms. Patricia Harris Onifer ’6 9
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Orffeo
Ms. Kristin Ostanski
Ms. Rita Otterbein ’6 2
Outokumpu American Brass
Mr. Jeffrey Pagano
Ms. Polly Paglia
Ms. lisa  Palombo
Ms. Patricia Palumbo
Ms. Leanne Bouley Pander ’72
Ms. Petrina Saia Paoletti ’58
Mr. James Parkes HI
Ms. Arleen DiCaprio Parks ’8 4
Partners’ Press, Inc.
Ms. Coralyn Patton
Mr. Craig Pawlak
Ms. Jane Pearce
Ms. Jodie Pelow
Ms. Ann Marie Pfohl
Ms. Renee Barbieri Piazza ’78
Ms. Ann Pieipaoli ’9 9
Ms. Serena Pisano
Ms. Mary Jane Pitz
Mr. George Porter
Ms. Mary Striegel Post ’5 6
Ms. Marie Powers ’8 8
Prof. William Predmore
Ms. Joanne Muszunski Przepasniak ’8 7
Ms. Marilyn Schwartz Purdy ’5 6
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Putt
Ms. Janice Wutz Rachfal ’6 2
Mr. John Radzikowski
Ms. Genevieve Rak
Honorable Mary Lou Rath
Ms. Denise Raymond
Ms. Karen Reardon
Ms. Mary Reidy
Mr. Emmett Reilly
Ms. Rena Estry Reisman ’76
Ms. Anne Bishop Reukauf ’74
Mrs. Sharon Gould Reynolds ’6 3
Ms. Joan Ricotta
Ms. Jane Burke Riga ’61
Ms. Mary Lou Orlando Riso ’5 7
Ms. Audree Rittenhouse
Ms. Judith Alda Rivard ’6 8
Mr. Kenny Rodrigues
Ms. Patricia Filipiak Rooney ’6 5
Ms. Brenda Rosen
Mr. Mark Rotella
Ms. Shirley Wills Rung ’8 8
Dr. Mary Lou Rusin
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Rusk
Mr. Todd Saffrow
Ms. Jennifer Sander
Mr. Joseph Sankoh
Ms. Doraine Sanzio
Ms. Dolores Attea Sapienza ’53
Mr. Robert Savarino
Mr. Paul Saviola
Ms. Dolores Scanlon ’6 2
Dr. Maiy Schalk-Russell PhD ’59
Ms. Maijorie Hartke Schallmo ’6 3
Ms. Patricia Woeppel Schaus ’6 9
Ms. Pamela Barwell Schenkel ’8 3
Ms. Ann Connelly Scherer ’55
Ms. Lori Schick
Ms. Nance Schick
Ms. Tracy Schilling ’9 7
Ms. Patricia Corcoran Schmidt '5 6
Ms. Deborah Fargo Schmitt ’8 0
Ms. Barbara Schnell ’59
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Schnirel
Mr. Joshua Schroeder
Mr. Robert Schuler
Ms. Patricia Schulz
Mr. Scott Schwartz
Ms. Diane Schwarzkopf
Dr. Richard Schweichler
Ms. Gloria Palisano Scolese ’5 8
Ms. Marcia Scott
Mr. Dennis Sears
Ms. Joanne Finaldi Senall ’6 3
Ms. Mary Seyler
Mr. Gary Sheehan
Ms. Theresa Beverage Sheldon ’6 4
Sherwin - Williams Foundation
Ms. Barbara Miano Sherwood ’6 8
Mr. Neil Shropshire
Mrs. Betty Shuff
Mr. George Siefert Jr.
Mr. Janelle Sierk
Ms. Christine Sikova-Lorenz
Mr. Greg Siters
Mr. John Skillicom
Mr. David Skolen ’9 0
Ms. Beatrice Bruss Slick ’6 8
Ms. Charleen Sliger-Saucedo ’6 1
Ms. Elizabeth Martin Slomka ’5 8
Mr. James Smigelski
Ms. Babette Howard Smith ’9 2
Ms. Carol Ann Slocum Smith ’6 9
Mr. Danyl Smith
Ms. Nancy Schaefer Sommer ’71
Ms. Paulette DiTommaso Sonner ’6 9
SPS Temporaries
Ms. M. Patricia Colquhoun Squire ’55
Ms. Debra Stachura
Mr. Victor Stachura
Mr. Mark Stambach
Mr. Ronald Stefanski
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Steigerwald ’9 8
Ms. Doris Steinmetz
Ms. Dorothea Sterne
Ms. Julie Stemick
Dr. Thomas Stewart ’74
Ms. Brenda Stitt ’76
Mr. Jerald Stoddard
Ms. Maiy Schumann Stoddard ’6 4
Ms. Carolyn Straub ’7 0
Ms Roxanne Strope
Ms. Judith Stroud
Mrs. Lorraine Struwe
Ms. Maiy Lou Awald Sulecki ’56
Ms. Alice Hilleiy Sullivan ’81
Mr. Stephen Surdell
Ms Nahid Swanson
Ms. Nancy Banach Sweet ’75
Ms. Gale Syty ’76
Ms. Megan Szafranski
Mr. Ken Tangelder
Mr. Mark Tartaro
Ms. Patricia Lukeas Tashjian ’71
Ms. Diane Taylor
Mr. Kevin Telford
The Allstate Foundation
The Chase Manhattan Foundation
The Clorox Company Foundations
Ms. Bernice Ellison Thrash ’79
Ms. Caimelyn DiNatale Tobin ’7 7
Mr. Charles Tokarz
Ms. A. Corrinne Durkin Toole ’6 4
Tops Markets, Inc.
Ms. Kathy Toy
Ms. Deborah Krentz Tracy ’9 6
Mr. Thomas Traverse
Mr. James Treantis
Mr. Jamie Treantis
Ms. Maiy Mulhem Trombly ’6 0
Mr. Stephen Truong
Ms. Michelle Tucker
Ms. Virginia Turner
Ms. Sharon Werner Twarozek ’9 2
Ms. Christine Pilecki Tylec ’73
Ms. Jean DePlato Tzetzo ’52
Ms. Brenda Almeter Ulrich ’6 2
Ms. Theresa Attea Utz ’5 6
Ms. Maiy Powers Van der Veer ’6 5
Ms. Ann Vecchio ’93
Ms. Sandra Gurowicz Velasco ’6 7
Ms. Carol Wagner ’5 7
Ms. Elizabeth I io tti Wakefield ’5 7
Mr. Arnold Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walsh
Ms. Kathleen Walter
Ms. Shirley Hackenmiller Warren ’93
Mr. Scott Watkins ’8 8
Ms. Tara Welty
Ms. Carol Wetzel ’6 0
Ms. Deborah Whelan-Panaro
Mr. Theodore Wicks
Ms. Kim Wielinski
Mr. Alan Wilds
Mr. Danny Williams
Ms. Shanoda Williams ’9 4
Ms. Maiy Stager Wilson ’53
Ms. Elaine Wirth ’59
Mr. Glenn Wo ike
Ms. Laura Wolfe
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Wolfsohn
Ms. Kristie Woods ’71
Ms Dana Wuenstel
Mr. Dale Wunsch
Ms. Deborah Wydysh
Ms. Juli Wylegala
Ms. Barbara Yageric
Mr. Joseph Yelich
Ms. Brenda Young
Mr. Alfred Zaepfel
Ms. Dorothy Gates Ziccarelli ’58
Ms. Maiy J. Ziegler
A n n u a l  G i v i n g
GmmKEVDGifts-in-kind include donations of art work, furnishings, educational m aterials and prizes for events that benefit Daemen College.Adam’s Steak &  Seafood ADT Securities Advantage Company Aesthetic Associates Centre Anchor BarAnderson’s Frozen Custard, Inc.Applebee’sArtpark &  CompanyBee Group NewspapersBing’s RestaurantBob &  Don’s Auto CareBrunner’s TavernBuffalo Bills Football ClubBuffalo BisonsBuffalo MarriottBuffalo Philharmonic OrchestraBuffalo SabresBuffalo Zoological GardensBuilding Controls & Services,Business First
C . Markarian &  Sons, Inc.Cafe in  the SquareCerto Brothers Distributing Co.Charlie The Butcher’s KitchenChef’s RestaurantChristino’sColvin CleanersConnie Mack little  League Inc.Country KitchenCulliganW aterDaemen CollegeDamon’s Club HouseDanny’sMr. Adrian Dedecker III Delta Sonic Car Wash Systems D u ff’s Sheridan Patio Eagle House Restaurant Ed Young’s True Value Hardware Follett Book Store #134 Frame &  Save Giorgio’s-The M ain Event Golden Duck Restaurant Grapevine Restaurant Hallmark Management Service, Hampton Inn Amherst Hoak’s Armor Inn Holiday Valley Resort Hooter’s N Y W ings, Inc.
Hubert’s Service Inc.Hutch’sIlio  DiPaolo’s RestaurantIrish Classical Theatre CompanyJ.P. BullfeathersJim m y Mac’sKaufman’s BakeryKeyBankUSALebro’sLinda’s Pro ShopMaid of the M ist CorporationMansard InnMcMahon’s Steak &  Seafood Rest. Mid City Office Equipment, Inc. O live Garden Italian Restaurant Mr. and M rs. M artin Oper O rville’s Appliances M rs. Ruth Palanker Palermo Restaurant &  Catering Pepsi Cola Buffalo Bottling Praxair Inc.Premier GroupRed Osier Landmark Restaurant Regal Cinemas Riverside Mens Shop Rizzo’sRomanello’s Roseland Restaurant Mr. Mark Rom off
Roycroft InnSahlens Packing Company Salvatore’s Italian Gardens Santercole Shoe Company, Inc. Sean Patrick’s Restaurant Shannon Pub Restaurant Shea’s Performing Arts Center Sheridan Lanes Siena Restaurant Studio Arena Theatre Swiss Chalet Sysco Food Services Tanning BedTed’s Jumbo Red Hots, Inc.TGI Friday’s The Dakota G rill The Economic Press The Fox Valley Club The Red Osier Landmark Tony Rome’s Town of Amherst Vem Stein Galleries Westwood Country Club W KSE-KISS-98.5FM Radio W NY Karate Center
CONSIDER DONATING YOUR APPRECIATED SECURITIES TO 
DAEMEN COLLEGE
One of the m ost advantageous ways to provide a gift to Daemen College is by donating appreciated securities. 
Sim plicity, convenience and tax savings on two levels make gifts of securities attractive.
Making a gift of securities that have increased or appreciated in  value, w hich you have owned for at least 12 
months and one day, can be beneficial to your tax circumstances. Such gifts allow you to take a deduction for the fu ll 
value of the property, while avoiding capital gains tax. This may be particularly attractive considering the high tax 
rates on capital gains. In m ost situations, deductions for appreciated property can equal up to 30 percent of your 
adjusted gross incom e. Excess m aybe carried forward for up to five additional years.
To give an outright gift of securities, the donor sim ply transfers the stock certificate to Daemen College. The stock 
certificate should he properly endorsed, or accompanied by a properly endorsed stock power. I f  mailed, the stock 
power and stock certificate should he sent separately. Stock can also be electronically delivered to a Daemen College 
account by your broker. Your charitable deduction is determined by the delivery date of the securities.
Here are the steps to make a g ift of appreciated securities to Daemen College:
•Locate your actual stock certificates.
•Deliver or m ail your certificates to Daemen. Endorse upon delivery, or provide a signed stock power separately. 
•Securities can also he transferred electronically by your broker to a Daemen College stock account.
•Your charitable deduction is determined by the postmark date if  mailed, the delivery date if  hand delivered, or the 
date of transfer by your broker to a Daemen account. Your attorney, accountant or other professional financial or tax 
advisor can assist you in  exploring these giving possibilities and how they fit your personal circumstances.
For further inform ation or discussion on gifts of appreciated securities, please contact the External Relations 
office at (716) 8 39 -8 2 12 .
1
A n n u a l I V I N  GMatching Gifts: You Can Make a Difference
Daemen College is eligible to receive m atching gifts from corporations and foundations. An easy way to increase individual contributions to Daemen is through m atching gifts, which are fre­quently available for both current and retired employees. Sim ply obtain a m atching g ift form from the personnel office and send it to the College w ith your gift.
MATCHING GIFT 
CONTRIBUTORSThe AHstate FoundationAT&T FoundationA llfirst FoundationBank One CorporationBeH Atlantic FoundationThe Chase Manhattan FoundationThe Clorox Company FoundationsCom ing Incorporated FoundationEnron FoundationGTE M atching ContributionsIBM  International Foundation
Kemper M atching G ift Program Mead Corporation Foundation Metropolitan Life Foundation Motorola Foundation New England Business Service, Inc. The PNC Foundation The Proctor &  Gamble Fund R.R . DonneHey &  Sons Company Sherwin-W illiam s Foundation Sun Microsystems Foundation Tennant Foundation The Xerox Foundation
Our thanks to these
1 companies fo r providing matching gifts and the alumni and friends 
who arranged the match!
MAKING A GIFT TO 
DAEMEN COLLEGETo ensure the vitality of Daemen, we invite you to join us in providing students with the excellent education which we have traditionaHy offered them.M any alum ni, friends, corpora­tions and foundations make annual gifts of cash to Daemen or pledge larger gifts using installm ents. G ifts may include m atching or m em orial g ifts, gifts-in-kind (real estate, art work, etc.), gifts o f securities, life  insurance policies, bequests and other form s of planned givin g.
THE LEADERSHIP 
GIFT PROGRAMDonors are encouraged to participate in  The Leadership G ift Program, which continues to boost the annual fund total. The Chair of the program, Eileen Burke Hogenkamp ’62, invites alum ni and friends to contribute at least $1,000 to the fund which runs from June 1 -May 31.
Current donors and those 
who have pledged at least 
$1,000 include:Margaret Rooney Foegen ’69 EUeen Burke Hogenkamp ’62 Elizabeth George Ivers ’70 Elizabeth Kolber ’69 Thomas Mackowski ’83 CeriliaM atta ' 7  4 Francis M cDonald ’82 Joanne Angelo MoeUer ’64 Dr. Janice Pruch ’ 73 Barbara Nicotera Piym as ’62 lis a  R afferty’ 75
a n n u a l  G i v i n g
The 16th Annual SalomonSmithBamey/Daemen 
Golf Classic
2000 GOLF
CLASSIC
COMMITTEE
Francis A . Balcerzak 
Daemen College
Thomas E. Biydges, Esq.
Jaeckle, Fleischmann &  Mugel, LLP
Catherine M . LePage Campbell 
Blue Cross &  Blue Shield of W N Y
Richard J. Day, Esq.
Saperston &  Day
Adrian F. Dedecker, III 
Dedecker-Saxe Associates, Inc.
Deborah A . Dimatteo 
M  &  T Trust Company
Lou H . Ebert
Adelphia Business Solutions
Thomas A . Jambro, Ph.D.
Buffalo Board of Education
Joan Ellis Shatkin 
Joan Ellis Advertising Co.
Jerald M . Stoddard 
M & T B a n k
GOLF CLASSIC
CORPORATE
SPONSORSABD/Aladdin Lighting &  Recycling Services AdelphiaAesthetic Associates Centre American Campus Com m unities, LLC Atlas Elevator Company, Inc. Boncraft-Holling Printing Group Building Controls &  Services, Inc. Clover Capital Management Custom Computers International, Inc. Dedecker-Saxe Associates, Inc.Digicon Im aging, Inc.Eaton O ffice Supply C o., Inc.Elias Assett Management Financial Recoveries Collection Agency
taoiM iiif
J aeckle 
Fleischmann 
& M ugel, llp
A T T O R N E Y S  A T  C A W
■ ll¥■ A M E R IC A N  CA M PU S
C O M M U N I T I E S
Thanks to oursponsorsl
Fire Safety SystemsGibraltar Steel CorporationGoldman Titanium  Co. Div. GCF Inc.Gorenflo’s Buffalo Wholesale Lock C o., Inc.Grand-Jude CorporationHallm ark Management ServicesHunt Real Estate CorporationHy-Grade Distributors, Inc.hnagecore, Division of The Zenger Group, Inc.Iroquois Energy Management, LLCJ  &  L Premier Landscape Inc.Jaeckle, Fleischmann &  M ugel, LLP James Girard General Contracting Joseph E. Neubert Roofing, Inc.Keybank USA Lash Work Environments Lumsden &  M cCorm ick, LLP M & T B a n kManchester Cable Installation, C o., Inc. Matthews, Bartlett &  Dedecker M id-City O ffice Equipment, Inc.M J  Mechanical Services, Inc.Modem Disposal Services Morris Protective Services, Inc.Remley & Company, Commercial Printers RMF Printing Technologies, Inc.Security Credit Systems Inc.Service Glass, Inc.Stovroff &  Taylor Travel, Ltd.Suburban Blacktop Sysco Food Service - Jamestown Technology Distribution Network Tom-Kat Tree Service Weydman Electric, Inc.
2000 GOLF 
CLASSIC DONORSAbout Time Clock Emporium Adam ’s Steak &  Seafood Restaurant ADT Securities The Advantage Company
A N N U A  LT ü  I V I Tf
Aesthetic Associates Centre Am herst, Town of (Supervisor’s Office) Am thor Glass &  Mirror Anchor BarAnderson’s Frozen Custard, Inc. Applehee’s Restaurant Artpark &  Company Bee Group Newspapers Bing’s Restaurant Blue Cross &  Blue Shield of W NY Thomas E. Biydges Buffalo BillsBuffalo/Niagara M arriott Buffalo Philharm onic Orchestra Buffalo Sabres Buffalo Zoological Gardens Building Controls &  Services, Inc. Business First C . Markarian &  Sons, Inc.Mr. and M rs. James CampbellCharlie the Butcher’s KitchenChef’s RestaurantColvin CleanersConnie Mack Little League Inc.Culligan-W ater Conditioning-AkronDaemen CollegeDam on’s Club HouseDanny’s RestaurantAdrian F. Dedecker, IIIDelta Sonic Car Wash SystemsD u ffs Sheridan Patio
Eagle House Restaurant The Economics Press, Inc.Ed Young’s True Value The First Place Follett Book Store, #134 Fox Valley G olf Club Frame &  SaveGiorgio’s lim ousine Service - The Main EventGolden Duck RestaurantGrapevine RestaurantHampton Inn AmherstHoliday Valley ResortHio DiPaolo’s RestaurantIrish Classical Theatre Company, Inc.Thomas A . Jambro, Ph.D.Jim m y M ac’s RestaurantJoseph Palanker &  Sons FurriersJ.P. Bullfeathers RestaurantLebro’s RestaurantLinda’s Pro ShopBarbara A . lio nMaid of the M ist CorporationMansard InnMusicalFare TheatrePalermo Restaurant &  CateringServicesPraxair Inc.Premier Group Prime W ines &  Spirits Red Osier Landmark Restaurant Regal Theatres
Riverside M en’s Shop Rom anello’s Roseland Restaurant Mark Rom off Roycroft InnSalvatore’s Italian Gardens Santercole Shoe Company, Inc. Sean Patrick’s Restaurant Shea’s Performing Art Center Sheridan Game Zone Ski Market, Inc.Joyce Strobel Studio Arena Theatre Swiss Chalet Rôtisserie &  G rill Tanning BedTed’s Jumbo Red Hots, Inc.TGI Friday’sTinderboxTitleistTony Rome’sTopside G rillVem Stein GalleriesWestern New York Karate CenterWestwood Countiy ClubW KSE-Kiss-98.5FM  RadioElise J . W right
H
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G i v i n g
THE FOUNDERS WALKWAY
The Founders Walkway is another way of participating in annual 
giving. The walkway is outside Rosaiy Hall, and is constructed of 
hricks and granite stones inscribed with names or messages honor­
ing and memorializing friends, teachers and family members. Those 
who wish to purchase a brick or stone to honor a loved one may 
request information by using the envelope enclosed in this issue.
FOUNDERS WALKWAY DONORS
Patricia Bean 
Maiy K. Collins 
Richard Day, Esq. 
Joyce E. Fink 
Sylvia Fredricks
Maiy Moynihan 
Katherine Murphy 
Connie Newcome 
Eileen Somers
Scholarships at Daemen College
Donors who wish to have their names live on in a meaningful 
way and, at the same time, to assist qualified students to enroll at 
Daemen, are asked to consider donating scholarships or scholarship 
endowments. Over the years, many have made such gifts to Daemen 
and contributed to the next generation in this way. The donor may 
designate a preference for the major field or vocational goal for the 
scholarship recipient.
Endowed scholarships are awarded to students on the basis of aca­
demic ability, and if the donor stipulates, demonstrated fmanrial 
need. An endowed scholarship will remain in perpetuity since only 
the income on the principal is awarded. Nonendowed scholarships 
are directly awarded until the sum is spent. Further information on 
naming and funding such scholarships can he obtained from the 
External Relations Office.
Scholarship Funds Include:
Alumni Association Scholarship
Allalee Bahbidge Scholarship
Annual Fund Scolarship
Rose J. Bauer Scholarship
Sister M. Angela Canavan, O.S.F. Scholarship
Patricia E. Curtis Scholarship
Daemen College Memorial Scholarship
Maiy K. Ferrari Endowment
Sister Jeanne File, O.S.F. Scholarship
i
Leonard Greenfield Scholarship
Amanda Hahn Scholarship
The Andre Hannotte Scholarship
Magdalene M. Hetter Scholarship
Mrs. Lou Jacobs Scholarship
Jambro Family Scholarship
Jayson Scholarship
Lucile Kinne Scholarship
Maiy LoCurto Community Service Award
Maier Scholarship
Mills Scholarship
Mathews, Bartlett & Dedecker Scholarship 
John T. Masterson Scholarship 
Charles McDougald Scholarship 
Kathleen O’Shaughnessy Alumni Scholarship
R. John Oshei Scholarship 
Palisano Foundation Scholarship 
Pomeroy Scholarship
Maiy Ricotta Scholarship 
Stanley Szymanski Scholarship 
Triana-McConnell Health Profession Scholarship
S. Williams Scholarship 
Wright Family Scholarship
A N N U A L G  I V I N G
Marian Libraiy BenefactorsTHE DAEMEN ASSOCIATES
The Daemen College Associates is an 
organization of community persons 
who sponsor special events to benefit 
the Daemen College Marian Libraiy. 
Members recognize the value of higher 
education and the positive impact of 
Daemen in the community. Daemen 
College Associates’ activities include 
cocktail parties, recognition banquets, 
cookouts, and various social events.
The Daemen College Associates also 
try to maintain a special recognition 
tree in the Marian Libraiy. A $100 gift 
adds a brass leaf with engraved name. 
Honoring donors or family members, 
the leaves are always on display as a 
permanent part of the College.
MEMBERSHIP CONTRIBUTIONS: 
Daemen College Associates 
c /o  Elizabeth Mucilli, Treasurer 
574 Stockbridge Avenue 
Buffalo, NY 14215
LEADERSHIP
Maiy Ricotta 
President
Martha McMahon 
1st Vice President
Phyllis Harth 
2nd Vice President
EHoeen Oughterson 
Recording Secretaiy
Lorraine Struwe 
Corresponding Secretaiy
Elizabeth Mucilli 
TreasurerOUR THANKS THIS 1EART0:
Dr. and Mrs. Martin Anisman
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Anscombe
Ms. Ann BeHissimo
Mr. David Cyr
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Davis
Ms. Natalie Davis
Ms. Rose Dipaola
Ms. Susan Grelick
Mr. Peter Grollitsch
DeSales Hattenherger, OSF
Ms. Anne Heide
Ms. Babbidean Huber
Dr. Thomas Jambro
Ms. Susan Jaros
Ms. Lynn Kinkade
Mr. James Kulach
Ms. Eleanor Laky
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lumsden
Mr. Edward McMahon
Mrs. Dorothy MerriH
Ms. Sarah Metzger
Mr. Charles Moses 
Ms. Joan Nailos
Mr. and Mrs. Manus O’DonneH
Dr. Elizabeth O’Neil
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Orffeo
Ms. PoHy Paglia
Mr. James Parkes, III
Ms. Kathleen Pawlowski
Ms. Ruth Penman
Ms. Maiyjane Pitz
Ms. Joan Ricotta
Ms. Audree Rittenhouse
Mr. Joseph Sankoh
Ms. Doraine Sanzio
Mr. Robert Schuler
Ms. Diane Schwarzkopf
Dr. Richard Schweichler
Mr. Jerald Stoddard
Dr. Katherine Sullivan
Ms. Norma Tanevich
Ms. Virginia Turner
Ms. Eileen Tuzzi
Mr. Glenn Woike
Dr. Laurence Wright
Ms. Barbara Yageric
2 0 0 0
HONOR 
ROLL OF 
DONORS
A l u
The Founders WalkwayThe past, present, and future come together on the Daemen campus in  The Founders Walkway. Located on the lawn of Rosaiy H all, the historic centerpiece of the College, the Walkway provides opportunities to m em orialize a loved one, express special sentiments about the College, or honor a Class graduation year. Through The Founders Walkway, alum ni and friends of the College can continue to contribute to the excellent programs offered here and make it possible for more students to acquire a Daemen education. Messages may he engraved on brick and granite stones. Benches are also available.Persons interested in  participating can obtain additional inform ation from the Daemen College O ffice of External Relations, (716) 8 3 9-8 2 1 2 .
Daemen College Annual FundGifts to the W alkway are also considered contributions to the Daemen College Annual Fund.This year’s Fund w ill begin in  the fa ll and continue through spring, 2 0 0 1 . Watch for fa ll m ailings for more inform ation.
We want to hear from you! Please cut out and mail to: Daemen College Alumni, 4380 Main Street, Amherst, NY 14226c r ^  ................................................................................................. ••••......................................... ........................... ............................................ ................................................ .............................................. ....................................................................................... ............................. ......................................................
Class Notes and 
Address Changes
Name:
First M aiden Last Class Year/M ajor
Address:
O  Job News (change,promo­tion, retirement) Date
Street A p t. #
C ity  State Zip E-m ail
News: (Use additional sheet if necessary)
O  Births Date
O  In Memorial Fond Memories:
O  Change of Address
t
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A l u m  n i  N e w s
Fourth Annual Charles £ . McDougald 5k Walk & Run 
Draws Over 500  Participants
More than 500 people participated in 
this year’s Charles E. McDougald 5K Walk 
& Run, Novemher 4 on the Daemen 
campus. Cool, cloudy weather was no 
obstacle for the runners, walkers, and 
roller-bladers who took part in the annual 
event, which honors Charles McDougald, a 
1985 Daemen graduate and City of Buffalo 
police officer who lost his life in the line of 
duty. A record number of sponsors helped 
boost the net total for the event to more
than $13,000. Proceeds raised through 
the run go toward a scholarship fund in 
McDougald’s name at the College.
Each participant received a heavy-duty 
race T-shirt, and a complimentary 
“stuff bag” from race sponsors. Not 
only was the race a success, but as 
those who were there will say, so was 
the party afterwards!
This Year's Race w ill he November 3!
(LR) Buffalo Police Commissioner Rocco Diina, Sylvia McDougald, and Daemen President 
Dr. Martin J. Amsman, prior to the start of the race honoring her late husband.
Buffalo Police 
Commissioner Rocco 
Diina, reading the 
inscription on a 
plaque commemorat­
ing the service of 
Officer Charles E. 
McDougald.
Thanks to all our sponsors!
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A L U M N I IN E W SDistinguished Alumni Award Nomination
The Daemen College Distinguished Alumni Award is presented each year to one or more of our alumni who have fulfilled a mission in life which exemplifies the principles on which the College was founded.Many of our alum ni have distinguished themselves in  their careers and/or civic and community activities. Many of you have sto­ries that are above and beyond the scope of our “expected daily life ” routines. I f  you are aware of a classmate who has accom­plished impossible goals (including yourself!), please send in a nom ination.Our Daemen College Distinguished Alumni Award is a great honor, and with your help, we w ill recognize alumna/alumnus who deserves high praise. A resume, as well as any background material you believe might strengthen your nomination, would be helpful. We want to get to know the person you nominate!Please complete the nomination form. Nominations must be received by September 1 4 ,2 0 0 1 .Sendorfaxto: Alum ni Affairs Office, Daemen College, 4380 Main Street, Amherst, NY 1 4 2 2 6 ,Fax: (716) 839-8370
Distinguished Alw nni Nomination Form
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________Address:_______________________________ Phone:-----------------------------------------Year of Graduation:__________________ M ajor:____________________________________
(Use additional sheets if  necessaiy)
Past Recipients of the Distinguished 
Alumni Award:1986 -  Judge Anne E. Pfeiffer ’751988 -  Nedra J. Harrison, M .D. ’73
1989 -  Julia Clark Weidemann ’58
1990 -  Caroline Hassett Buerk ’59
1991 -  Dale B. Demyanick ’ 791992 -  Darlene Pickering Hummert ’671993 -  Joanne Finaldi Senall ’631994 -  Kathleen M . O ’Shaughnessy ’71
1995 -  Barbara Eckert Ochert ’65
1996 -  Dr. Laurence W right ’84
1997 -  Georgia Codi Nucce ’64
1998 -  Dolores Attea Sapienza ’531999 -  Katherine Koessler-Juhasz ’62
Claire Starkey’81 Dr. Ted Triana ’852000 -  Patricia Capstraw W ilkins ’67
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Eleanore Sojka Tashenberg ’68
A Love of Storytelling... ByAmyJ.Rumizen
Educator, entrepreneur, writer, and poet, Eleanore Sojka Tashenberg ’68, has lived many lives since graduating from Daemen College with a degree in elementary education. In many ways, her life has come fu ll circle, as she never lost sight of her primary goal of reaching children and creating meaning in  young lives. After an early career as a teacher in the Buffalo public schools, M s. Tashenberg developed her own ben­efits company in Houston, Texas called Arts Family Association. Today, she is both a poet and an author of a soon-to-be published children’s book entitled, “ Christmas 
Snow Lights.”“I started as a teacher, and now I hope to reach children through my poems and hooks,” says Ms. Tashenberg. “I feel very lucky that I can go to this other world in my writing, to a child’s place. Hopefully, children w ill remember my stories forever; they w ill have an impact on them.”Ms. Tashenberg has most recently been nominated for the Poet of the Year Award, after being awarded The International Society of Poets “Poet of Merit Medallion” for her poem, “The Field.” The poem was selected from thousands of submis­sions to be published in an antholo­gy later this year.“I sent in one poem and forgot about it,” laughs M s. Tashenberg. “What would make my poem differ-■
ent from anyone else’s poem? I write about the things I love. “The Field” is really a very simple little poem, and it ’s really astounding what has happened. I took a risk, and I feei I have been given a gra­cious gift from up above. Now, every day when I get a poem in  my m ind, I write it down. I feel that what I write is not wasted anymore.”The attention given to Ms. Tashenberg’s “little” poem has led to another academic honor: She has been invited to become a part of the Poet Laureate program at the University of Maryland. The Poet Laureate program is perhaps the most prestigious program of its kind, designed to give aspiring poets the ability to work on their poetry, to learn more about the art of poetry, and to teach others about poetry. By completing the program, Ms. Tashenberg w ill have a unique credential; she w ill be known as a Poet Laureate, or “wise” poet, and w ill have opportunities to speak about poetry as a literary genre and to teach poetry courses.“I have always wanted to write poems and stories,” says Ms. Tashenberg. “And in  the year 2 0 0 0 , my dreams came true.Around the same time I submitted my poem, I decided to take another chance. I sent “ Christmas Snow 
Lights” to Vantage Press, and three weeks later they sent me a contract! My hook is geared to 8-14 year-old readers, hut it can be easily under­
stood by younger children. It w ill be in  bookstores well before the upcoming Christmas holiday.”A strong believer in fate, Ms. Tashenbeig says that she wrote the book in  1997, finished it on her son’s birthday, and dedicated it to her father, who instilled in  her a love of storytelling.“Kids love stories,” she says. “I learned that from my father and from Rosary H ill when I was a stu­dent. My first career was teaching, and I used to tell stories all the time to my classes. I taught from 1969- 1980, and I always had a story to tell. The nuns at Rosary H ill taught us about making a commitment to quality education, to he open to children’s needs and to listen to them. My stories evolved from lis­tening to the children.”“I would still he a teacher today if  I hadn’t been injured while in  a classroom. I was teaching 5 th grade and actually saved a child’s life , while permanently hurting my hack in the process. There was a very heavy, old leather shade in the classroom that was broken and had­n ’t yet been fixed. A student was sit­ting right by the window when the shade came off the hinges, heading for the student’s head. I flew over to the student, and the shade landed on my back, herniating two discs. I was forced to change careers because I could no longer stand for long periods of tim e.”“I moved to Houston, and after selling insurance, I realized there was a need for benefits for perform­ing and visual artists. I had done a lot of fundraising for the Houston Ballet, and when I found out that none of the dancers had any type of
A L U M N I  T T Ô T Î L E
AFIELD
A  fie ld  is but a random garden 
planted by the wind.
A  whimsied act o f  Providence
sowed from  nature’s bin.
Nurtured by the silent sense
that Beauty comprehends,
A  colored weave o f  buds and green 
worked by unseen hands.
Quick the day!
Blooms arrayed!
D id  God delight to walk this way? 
Joyed! Yes!
Earth’s table set
graciously
Blest pleasancegathered 
vased to share.
The invitation --------------------------—
Come walk here!
Eleanore Tashenberg N ovember 2 4 , 1 9 9 9
health insurance, I set out to do something that hadn’t been done before.”Ms. Tashenberg formed the Arts Family Association, nonprofit cor­poration that provides many differ­ent types of health insurance and benefit packages for people in  the arts. Under her assistance, The San Francisco Ballet Company became the first dance company in the United States to offer disability benefits to its dancers.“My goal was to offer financial protection to the artist on an indi­vidual basis. Artists have always been considered poor insurance risks; they were seen as undepend­able because they did not have a tra­ditional payroll job. Over tim e, this perception has changed; you now have dancers who have 12-month contracts, who work year-round.”“I used the idea of an association to provide benefits to artists. They could join  Family Arts Association and be protected. We provide many types of benefits; medical, dental, eyecare, IRAs, 401(k) plans, a feder­al credit union, and chamber of commerce programs. Family Arts Association offers all kinds of artists the type of programs that large corporations offer their employ­ees. In developing this type of busi­ness, I was really ahead of my time.”Ms. Tashenberg feels fortunate that her “day” job at Family Arts gives her time to pursue her creative goals at night, saying, “I ’m w riting another book featuring two miracu­lous stories that really happened. They are both Hans Christian Anderson type tales for today’s world; they try to teach a moral or
insight without being obvious.“I try to write stories that w ill have meaning to children, that w ill teach them something of a spiritual nature. When I was in  the class­room, everything I did was based on
reading, and I still believe that is the best way to teach a child. I believe that stories can move your life to another level; they can pro­foundly affect your experience.”
m
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MaiyT. McCarthy’68
From Rosary Hill to Silicon ValleyBy Amy J. Rumizen
Mary McCarthy ’68, is proof that a liberal arts degree can open many doors of opportunity. McCarthy, the President and CEO of Sedcorp, (Solano Economic Development Corporation), graduated from Rosary H ill College with a B.A . in History and has held many posi­tions in  both the private and public sector. Today she is credited with helping to rebuild the economy in Solano County, California. She has played an integral role in  attracting new businesses to the area and has focused on developing cooperation between cities in  Solano county to spur development.It was her degree in  history that she says taught her how to think
about issues from different perspec­tives. “I started as a math major, hut I switched to history during my junior year” , she remembers. “I credit Dr. Cuddy w ith his ability to encourage discussions and to get us to really think. I learned how to access inform ation and to do research, and I learned how to put it all together. My history degree gave me a solid foundation in the liberal arts and taught me how to think through a problem from beginning to end.“The ability to answer large questions is crucial in  economic development and planning. I think that everything I ’ve done in  my life , from my studies at Rosary H ill, to my work in  the government and in the business world, has led me where I am now. Each step of my career has helped me to develop the sk ill I have now.”After receiv­ing the James J.Oddy Award for Overall Excellence upon gradua­tion, McCarthy received her Master’s Degree in  Diplomatic History from Carnegie Mellon University. Interested in  foreign
policy and diplomacy, she worked for the CIA for almost three years, hoping to find an entry into foreign service. “The tim ing just wasn’t right. It took too many years to get security clearance, and I was at a point in my life where I was ready to move on.”After getting married, she moved to Phoenix and then to Chicago, where she worked in  retailing. During a terrible Chicago blizzard in  1979, she and her husband made the decision to escape the cold and snow; they decided to move to San Diego. M cCarthy accepted a job w ith the Greater San Diego Chamber of Commerce, where she learned about economic development through the private sector.“In San Diego, there was a strong partnership between the business community and the private sector,” says McCarthy. “I had had no previ­ous experience in  this field, hut it was a great place to get my feet wet! I was responsible for working with corporate entities; I collected data to help them meet their needs. My job wasto tiy  to make a company’s move easy and seamless.”“I learned to put together a strategic plan, to determine the assets and challenges of the region, and to tiy  to put both togeth­er. A t the tim e, Pete W ilson was the Mayor of San Diego, so I got to
“ My history degree gave me a 
solid foundatin in the liberal 
arts and taught me how to 
think through a problem from 
beginning to end. ”
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watch some very influential, power­
ful people at work, and I learned 
from them.
“The strategic plan was success­
ful for a time, hut I realized there 
has to he a business logic to keeping 
businesses in an area. For example, 
the San Francisco Bay area has seen 
a lot of growth in the semiconduc­
tor industry. That industry requires 
massive amounts of water, which 
the Bay area does not have. A com­
pany needs to catalogue its assets 
and needs; there has to he a logic to 
their location. My role is to help 
them understand Solano County’s 
strengths, the nature of the labor 
force, the demographics, the type 
of industries nearby.”
McCarthy believes that areas like 
Buffalo need to think about what 
they have to offer in terms of natu­
ral resources and labor force. She 
says, “Buffalo has inexpensive 
power at its fingertips, and manu­
facturing companies need energy to 
operate; these jobs create more jobs. 
In Solano County, for example, 
high-tech manufacturing jobs such 
as the production of circuit hoards 
has led to other manufacturing 
jobs. The trick is for an area to 
diversify its economic base, so that 
if a company leaves, there are oth­
ers already in place.”
McCarthy is responsible for mak­
ing sure that all the cities in Solano 
County work together in a spirit of 
cooperation. After putting together 
a committee of all the economic 
development professionals in the 
area, she has made sure that the 
committee meets monthly to share
information and resources. Today, 
all seven cities in Solano County 
are members of what McCarthy 
calls a “marketing group.” They all 
participate in the activities of 
Sedcorp and function as a collabora­
tive group.
“It’s important for cities in a 
region to cooperate with each 
other,” she says. “Prospective busi­
nesses are concerned whether or 
not the city will he an obstacle or a 
partner. By showing that we can 
work together, we are showing 
them that we are a community that 
is business-friendly.
“Any city looking to attract new 
business must he able to sell itself, 
its community, and its region.”
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emembrance ofEatrida Capstraw Wilkins ’67
by M iriam Benson Ganze ’6 7
Full circle. It seemed like eveiy 
English poem in our Daiches and 
Charvat collection ended up by com­
ing full circle. At night, in our dorm 
room, we would make jokes on how 
to charm our department chairman, 
Mr. Masterson, by telling him we 
thought “such and such” poem by 
William Blake came full circle. On 
August 28th, 2000, as I sat in the 
beautiful Blessed Trinity Church in 
Buffalo, the enormity of that con­
cept overwhelmed me. I had come to 
pray for, to celebrate the life of, and 
sadly, to buiy my friend of 3 7 years, 
my Rosary Hill College roommate, 
Patty Capstraw. And as much as I 
would wish it otherwise, my life 
with her had come crashingly full 
circle.
1963 is approximately a genera­
tion and a half ago, yet when I think 
about how life has changed since 
then, it’s as if that era existed in 
another galaxy. In August 1963, 
John Kennedy was still alive. The 
Beatles were still in England, and I 
was writing a letter introducing 
myself to my new college room­
mate. To my return address on the 
envelope, I added the new five-digit 
postal code. Maybe it was those five 
numbers that sealed it, but the 
answer which came hack to me was 
full of exuberance and the confi­
dence that this was meant to be,
because, just before my letter had 
arrived, Patty had been in down­
town Utica attending a post office 
parade to promote the use of the zip 
code. That was it -  an omen, she 
was sure we’d he friends for life. 
Today colleges make a major produc­
tion out of assigning roommates by 
matching music preferences, study 
modes and personal habits. This was 
not a problem for Rosary Hill-types 
of music did not matter -  as fresh­
men, we had lights out at 11:00 
P.M. week nights. Study habits? The 
college took care of that too -  from 
eight to ten, freshmen had quiet 
hours. Lounges were closed, phone 
calls were not permitted, and we 
could only leave our room to go to 
the library. Personal habits? They 
were governed by a dress code (skirts 
or dresses to class, only stockings- 
not knee socks-permitted in the 
dining hall), and housekeeping 
regulations -  beds were to be made 
by 10:00 AM. These were enforced 
through an honor code which 
required a student to “report her­
self” if she violated any of them.
To say the least, it was a simpler 
time. Patty and I were always sure 
the college had put us together 
alphabetically, hut it was something 
else which kept us together. We 
settled into college life. We had an 
introduction to philosophy course
taught by a Franciscan named Sister 
Rachel. On the first day of class, she 
told us that she was “the cock of the 
walk.” ( I wasn’t kidding when I 
said these were simpler times.) For 
those of you with 21st century 
sensibilities, that meant she made 
the rules, and we did not question 
them. No surprises: perfect atten­
dance was mandatory. Unfortunately, 
Patty had philosophy at 8:00 A.M., 
and despite rules about lights out, 
there was no stopping our late night 
conversations and silly word games 
which lasted ’til the wee hours. It 
was very easy to turn off the alarm 
in the morning and sleep just ten 
more minutes. “Oh #&%@!%0,” 
she’d scream, finally waking up at 
7:55, “ I’m late for the cock!”
(Well, they were simpler times, but
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not THAT simple.) I don’t know who tumbled to it first, but eventu­ally we realized that raincoats were a girl’s best friend. A crew neck sweater pulled over a knee length nightgown, topped with a raincoat -  and for heaven sakes don’t let the bottom button come open -  and we were dressed for class. That “outfit” with a run from Lourdes to Duns Scotus, and we could he in  Sister Rachel’s class by the time the sign- in sheet made it to the hack row. Perhaps, in  a hurst of generosity, we unadvisedly shared our “H int from Heloise,” or maybe some officious student noted the telltale flannel ruffles, hut one day our mailboxes contained summonses to go before the student council. Patty went alone to defend the two of us.When she came home, with uncon­cealed glee, she gave me the verdict. They fined us five bucks for “under­m ining the constitutionality of sports attire.”In bigger cities, on better-known campuses, the student movement was just beginning. We had started our own movement at Rosary H ill! We paid the five dollar fine, hut it put a serious dent into our finances. Two daughters from very middle class fam ilies -  the first in  both fam ilies to attend college -  we did not get any allowances from our parents. First semester, we lived on the money we earned at our summer jobs, second semester on the money we made over Christmas and semester breaks and the all- important tax refund. We couldn’t file those 1040 forms fast enough,
and we waited for that refund like the Biblical virgins waiting for the bridegroom’s return. Our refrain was “Can I borrow a dollar just ’til my ship comes in ?” Because atten­dance had surged, the college had leased the first three or four apart­ments adjacent to the east side of campus, and we lived there in  our sophomore year. That year it was a particularly long wait for Patty’s ship. Girls who had filed long after we did had their checks. Mine came, hut still nothing for Patty. Finally, one day after lunch I came home to find Patty laughing with delight. “Look where my ship has been,” she commanded. Her dad, never famous for being attentive to details -  details like his own daughter’s address -  had forwarded the all- important refund check to:
Patty Capstraw Rosary H ill College Around the comer and down the street aways.Nary a zip code in sight.
Patty and I read Betty Friedan and became her ardent disciples.No one at Rosary H ill was ever the same again. At that tim e, girls unabashedly admitted that they had come to college to find a husband from among the hoys at Canisius, Niagara, Bonaventure, or, in a pinch, UB. The lives of such girls we delighted in making miserable while preaching the gospel of femi­nism. Every spring, all the Buffalo colleges celebrated Moving Up Day as a spring fling before finals. The
celebration included a themed float, I borrowed my sister’s convertible. Rosary H ill’s M UD  parade theme that year was: “Happiness Is.”Our car was “Happiness is NOT the Feminine Mystique.” I drove. Patty dressed in  academic attire.A petite student from Cincinnati named Jeanine Heimann wore a white dress and my first communion veil to he a bride. Rosemary Tackbary, wearing a June Cleaver apron, car­ried a baby doll in  one hand and the much-loved Daiches and Charvat Poems in English in the other. They all sat on the top of the hack seat as we snaked our way through down­town Buffalo. Office workers waving out of their buildings puzzled at this bizarre entry. “The feminine mistake?” they asked. Once in  a while someone would get it and salute us. “Good for you,” Patty would cry out. “You read!” We got back to campus to the news that our car had won for our class. The prize: five bucks. We had recouped the nightgown fine!After graduation, I often joked that whenever I met anyone from Rosary H ill they never asked about m e- only “what is Patty Capstraw doing?” And I always had an answer. There was the time that James Caan came to Buffalo to make a movie and used Patty’s apartment for the location. Or the time she told me she was actually saving money for a down payment on a house. At the next meeting, I asked about the house. “Oh that! I took the money and bought a fur coat.”
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We always said it was either a heck of a house or a hell of a fur coat.My personal favorite occurred when she returned from our first trip to Europe and (these were the days BEFORE airline deregulation) went to the Mohawk desk in Kennedy to buy her one-way plane ticket home. Not surprisingly, she came up a dollar short. She turned out her own pockets this tim e, hut had nothing. Undaunted, she turned to the increasingly impatient busi­ness man behind her in  line and silently held out her hand. She got her ticket home. Then last year I regaled anyone who would listen with the plans for “Herd about Buffalo” and told them how she had turned the city upside down to prove Buffalo had not lost its soul after all. Finally it was with great reluctance that I had to admit that she was battling cancer. I would say, “But she’s doing okay. She looks so beautiful; you would never know she is sick.”It occurs to me as I write this that Patty always got everywhere before me. When I first arrived at Rosary H ill, she was already there with her mom and dad and all the little brothers and sisters unpacking and arranging our room. I don’t think I ever came hack to school after a vacation before she did.Patty was always there waiting for me when I returned. On that first trip to Europe, she flew in and out of Madrid, whereas I went Icelandic to Luxembourg. We had scant expe­rience with big city airports. W ith the Rochester airport as my template,
I told Patty I would meet her July 1st at the escalator (note THE esca­lator) in the Madrid airport.I gave her neither my arrival time, my flight number, nor my air­line. She arrived at 8:00A .M . I never got there until four in the afternoon. She spent the day faith­fully going from escalator to escala­tor watching for me. And now she has gone before me to a place which none of us wants to believe that we ever w ill go to. Cradle Catholics, we both believe a Providential God awaits us in heaven. Moreover, I can­not believe that anyone who loved her life so completely and suffered so much at its end, can be anywhere but with Him . Before she slipped into the coma which ultimately
took her life , she whispered to her husband, “Don’t worry about me. I am going to be all right.” And I know SHE is, hut I am not. Still, I like to think that when my time comes, Patty w ill be there, like always, ahead of me. I ’ll come around a celestial comer and go down some seraphic street a ways, and then I ’ll hear a voice which I still hear in  my head, but cannot accurately describe. It’s sort of a whispered scream. There w ill he excitement at our reunion in that voice and the tiniest note of exasper­ation because, as usual, I have made her wait. But what Joy w ill I feel when once more I hear that voice call out “Miriam ” !
(L-R) Christopher W ilkins and Daemen President Dr. M artin J. Anism an w ith “Bussalo” artists Karen Waldin 
’98 and B ill Menshon, immediately follow ing the “Bussalo’s” unveiling on the W ick Center deck November 
10, 2000.
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Last fall, members of the Class of ’59 gathered to celebrate their 
41st reunion at the Saturn Club in Buffalo. Among those who came 
from around the country were (L-R) Marcia Krathaus Barry, Buffalo; 
Elnor W indrath, Sarasota, Florida; and Jane Reardon Stinneford, 
Houston, Texas.
S iste r M ary Jan e  R e isd o rf, O SF , ’ 6 6 ,Writes to us, “Yes, another address change! I ’ve left the sheep farm  for the coal town. I ’ve been in  Greene County since 09/98, getting to know the people and needs, serving in  paid and volunteer jobs.“Finally, things are com ing together for our Franciscan Heritage M inistry here. Sister Janet and I moved November 4 into  th is w onderful one-hundred-year old house. O ur plan was to open a tra­d ition al ‘hoarding house’ for folks w ith  very lim ited  m eans. We learned that boarding house isn ’t  in  the local zoning ordinance, so w e’re using the ‘grandfathered’ status o f the house as a duplex apartm ent (with people from  one apartm ent sharing costs and invited to m eals in  our apartments.)“We have had m uch support and
hands-on help from  St. A nn Church and others. I have especially enjoyed the teen volunteers who bring hum or and energy even when ‘it ’s a dirty job  but som ebody’s got to do it.’ We have titled the house, Gather In n . Janet and I were ju st starting to feel the incon­gruity and discom fort o f not having room at the Inn yet (though we and our friends are working constantly to clean, paint, furnish, and upgrade the heating system). Then a M end had need o f im m ediate shelter. She came w ith only w hat she had that day. She is our first guest, staying right w ith us in  the apart­m ent that is more inhabitable. I f  feels so right to be beginning in  some sm all way the actual m inistry at Gather In n.“The Advent m usic I ’m  playing ju st sang out: ‘The Lord w ill grant his kind­ness, and the earth bear forth its fru it. Justice w ill be his guide, and his foot­steps w ill show us the way.’ (Psalm 85)”
Jan ette  H eggy K u rie , ’ 6 6 , E n g lish , ju st celebrated 30 years o f m arriage w ith  her husband George, who is a school psychologist. Their son Ted,2 2 , lives in  Stockholm , Sweden, and is studying in  Sw edish and getting his m usic published. Their son Pete,1 7 , perform ed w ith  Professional Shakespeare Com pany and w ill be pursuing film  studies next year.Janette is currently on the facu lty  staff o f Penn State Fam ily M edicine Residency Program  and is the director o f the Behavioral M edicine Curriculum . She is currently designing new electives in  “m edical journalism .”Sharon Torba D oerr, ’ 6 6 , C h em istry , thought that the class members o f 1 96 6  should know  that Noreen Schm itz H arris (’66) passed away on August 1 6 ,2 0 0 0  after a valian t two- year battle w ith breast cancer. Her dear M end  was 5 5 years old . Noreen le ft behind her husband, How ard, five children: Ch ristin a, M ark, C ynth ia, M ichelle, and M atthew . She is also sadly m issed by seven grandchildren.P au la  B a rto n , ’ 6 8 , E n g lish , is presently an attorney advisor in  the Legal O ffice  o f the Departm ent o f State practicing generally in  the area o f international law. She recently received a departm ental award for her w ork in  negotiating an agreem ent w ith  the People’s Republic o f China to settle disputes arising out o f the inadvertent NATO bom bing o f the ChineseEm bassy in  Belgrade.R o sie  S c a fid i Z ah n er, ’ 6 9 ,W rites, “ I retired 8/31/00 after teaching fourth grade for 29  years in  N orw ich, N Y. M y husband, Fred, also retired after 30  years as a g o lf profes­sional in  N orw ich. We are relaxing in  Pinehurst, N C for a m onth or two and then are heading to Sarasota, Florida, to enjoy our new hom e there.”
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Marcia Przyludd Molenda, *71, 
French, has been named Director of Development at Holy Angels Academy. An Amherst resident, she comes to Holy Angels from Canisius College where she was the Director of the Endowed Scholarship Program. She is a member of the Jesuit Advancement Administrators and the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education.
Michelle Green, ’ 79 (MPS, CTR, RHIA,CM A), who joined the faculty in 1984, holds a master of pro­fessional studies degree from Alfred University, a bachelor of science degree from Daemen College, Buffalo, and an associate in applied science from Alfred State College. Prior to joining the ASC faculty, Green served as director of health information for Tampa Bay Area hospitals. She is active in the New York Health Information Management Association. Green is co-author (with JoAnn Rowell) of Delmar International Thompson’s “Understanding Health Insurance: A  Guide to Professional Billing,” to be published in June 2001.
Bonnie Szymoniak Cassidy, ’ 78, 
Medical Records, received the “Legacy Award” which is the highest honor for contributions to the Health Inform ation Management profession from the American Health Inform ation Management Association at the National Convention held in  the Fall of 2 0 0 0 . (See www.ahima.org) Bonnie is currently a principal at North Highland Company in Atlanta, G A . (See www.north-highland.com).
80 ’s
Carol Fischer LaBella, ’ 80, Business, is divorced w ith two children, Danielle,■
S
14, and Paige, 11. She recently graduated with a M.A.T. in education and is current­ly doing post graduate work in  reading and teaching first grade in Rye, NY.
Tom Arceri, *82, Psychology, has been married for 11 years and has 3 beautiful daughters ranging in  age from two to nine. He has earned his MS in  1984 from Colum bia University and went on to attain his Ph.D. in 1995 at Yeshiva University. He is the director of a mental Health Program which is part of a large hospital system.
Lysa Dunston, ’ 83, Spanish, is now 39 years old, married at 2 5 , divorced two years later and has one son named Matthew, age 12. She and her son have lived in  Florida for the past seven years. Matthew’s father died two years ago. She works in  the Education and Child Development field . A  year ago she joined the Childrens Home Society in  Daytona Beach and teaches parent­ing thru the Healthy Start Program, and she recently received the Peer award by the Health Start Program.
M ary £ . Scam acca, ’ 8 4 , Business, has just been pro­moted at First National Bank to Banking O fficer, Facilities Planning and Projects Manager. She w ill he prim arily responsible for m anaging short and long range facility  and real estate planning and construction projects for First Niagara Bank and its sub­sidiaries. She is a member of International Facility Management Association, and she resides in  W illiam sville, w ith her husband,Frank and their three children.
Ann Buonaccorsi Hawley, ’ 85, 
Business, had a baby girl named Rachael Ann on December 2 2 ,2 0 0 0 . She weighed six pounds, nine ounces.
She joins her big brothers Matthew, 10 and M ichael, 9 . Hopefully they w ill be m oving soon to a bigger home to accommodate their growing fam ily.
Maureen Bastible Restivo, ’ 85, 
Physical Therapy, was married on October 1 ,1 9 9 4  to Charles A ., and is the mother of two beautiful boys, Patrick Anthony, bom  9/11/96 and Brian Joseph bom  4/14/00. She is employed fulltim e at Huntington Hospital, Huntington, N Y as a Senior Physical Therapist and Coordinator of C linical Education.
Barbara Blakeley Roof, ’ 87,
Nursing, was recruited to Norwalk Hospital and is the Adm inistrative Director for Surgical Services.
Kelly Berhalter Graser, ’ 89,
Physical Therapy, Kelly and her hus­band had their first child, A llison, on 11-9-99, and they are expecting their second baby in  June 2 0 0 1 .
9 0 ’s
Fred Wood, ’9 0 , Physical Therapy, is the owner of three outpatient physi­cal therapy climes.
Lorraine Walsh 
Seewagen, ’91, moved to Rochester in  1996 and mar­ried Don in  1997. p They had their first child, Jack, on 6/4/00. She works for the publiclibraiy. “Hello to the TTM class of 1991. H i Am y W. It was good to hear you and Ian were married also and had a son too.”
Donald N. Clark, Jr., ’91, Business, had a son bom on 8/26/00, weighing 7 lbs, 10 oz.
Lawrence Putong, '9 1 , Physical 
Therapy, as of January 2 ,2 0 0 1  w ill be the Physical Therapy Coordinator in the Occupational Health Department at Kaiser in  Vallejo. He has been a physical therapist w ith Kaiser in  M artinez since graduating in  1991.
Sean Hebert, *92, Physical Therapy, and his w ife, Hope, have ju st had their second daughter on March 2 3 ,2 0 0 1 . Her name is Cameryn and their other daughter, age two is named Bailey.
Candi Thornton, ’93, Graphic 
Design/Art Education, was marriedin 1995 to Scott Thornton. Their son, Derek was horn in  September of 1999. They live in  East Aurora. She currently works at the M cCauley Agency at McGard In c., in Orchard Park, as a Graphic Designer/ Collateral Material Coordinator. She is also a consultant for The Pampered Chef.
Loretta Rose MiHer, ’94 Loretta got married in 1996 to Michael M iller. They have a home in Niagara Falls. She works parttime at Erie County Medical Center and loves it. They have a son, Jonah M ichael, who was bom  on August 1 5 ,1 9 9 9  and are expecting another one this spring.
Deborah Dean Stasierowski, ’9 4 , transferred to Medaille College in  1994 where she received a B.S. in Elementaiy Education. She was married in 1996 and moved to Interlaken, NY in 1998. They are the proud parents of one dog (since 1996), one cat (since- 1999), and an aquarium full of fresh water fish (since 1998). She is currently teaching in a local elementaiy school and teaches first and second grade
Language Arts, first grade Math and pulls out third grade students for academic intervention services. She w ill complete her MS degree this Spring 2001.
Wendy Frearson Picco, ’9 4 , Physical 
Therapy, her husband Rob, and her daughter M adeline, age four, would like to announce the birth of their son/brother Matthew Caleb on 10/31/2000. She and her fam ily have recently moved hack to Western New York after living in Detroit, Michigan for 6 years. She is currently at home playing “Mom,” hut plans to return to Pediatric Physical Therapy soon.
Am y O ’Leary, ’95 Am y married John O ’Leaiy in September 1999. They are expecting their first child in  the spring of 20 0 1 .
Cathy Metacarpa Eriole, ’9 5 , 
Accounting, got married on June 24 , 2000 to M ichael, whom she met at work. She and her husband Mike are expecting their first child in  September 2 0 0 1 . She is Treasiny Accountant for Organidiem , a pharmaceutical compa­ny in  Rensselaer, NY. She controls all cash disbursements, and monitors all cash receivables. She is also Manager of Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable. She has been working there since 1997 and really enjoys what she does.
Sharon Certo, ’9 6 , Business, w ill he getting married in  June 2 0 0 1 . She continues to work at her fam ily’s beer distributing business, Certo Brothers in  Buffalo. She calls on accounts and creates POS.
Am y W innicki-Lupejkis, ’96 Amy recently received her Masters of Sdence/C.A.S. in School Counseling. She also got married in September to her hus­band David.
Jodie Kurcs, ’9 8 , Education, received her MS in  Special Education in  August
o f2000 from St. Bonaventure University (Buffalo Center) and presently is teaching Spanish in  the West Seneca Central Schools. She w ill be traveling to Spain, Italy, and France this summer.
Justine Hare Ramsey, ’9 9 , Business, just recently celebrated her first anniversary w ith her husband Jon.She just received a promotion to the Human Resources Department as a Recruiter Assistant at Remarketing Services of America in  Amherst.
Lesleigh Barber Lanning, ’9 9 , 
Physical Therapy, got married to Rob on August 1 2 ,2 0 0 0 . She is currently working at Bon Secour St. Francis, a Catholic hospital in  Greenville, SC.She works in  the outpatient rehab and also does aquatic therapy.
Cam  Tien, ’9 9 , History &  
Government, as of August 2 6 ,2 0 0 0 , is engaged to be married to Gayle M . Scholtz (1999). Cam is currently working as an accountant representa­tive for Syracuse Time and Alarm .
2000’s
Lori Kettler, ’0 0 , Physical Therapy, two weeks after graduation, started working as a Staff Physical Therapist at New York University Medical center/Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation in  N YC and loves it there.
Julia Anna Sautter, ’0 0 , Art 
Education, accepted her first teaching position and started a new, exciting life in  California. She is teaching art to 7th and 8th graders at Ramona Junior High School in  Chino, CA.
Tiffany Vicolla Marshall, ’0 0 , 
Business, is now living in  Charland and is an insurance agent for Allstate Insurance.
m
1942
Rosemary Menke Brennan
1956
Dorothy Condon 
Marlene Schuler Eberhardt 
Marlene Schuler 
Victoria Pech Smith 
Maiyon Stoddard 
Adrienne Blazak Strozewski 
Mary Joyce Taskuchi
1957
Janet Robinson Feliberty 
Alice Von Battha Parkinson
1961
Anne Hai Nguyen Ba Da 
Margaret Bannan OSF 
Georgia Korish Blevins 
Norrine Christiano Clarke 
Mary Fraterrigo 
Cecilia Rodriguez Greene 
Annette Chau Hai Nguyen Hall 
Thelma Farley Hayes 
Regina Detlefson Joyce 
Florence Kremer OSF 
Sharon Lamson 
Lynne Jones Littlefield 
Eleanor Gates Matarazzo 
Bonita Mayer
Germaine Jasinski O’Donnell 
Joan Markulis Roach
1962
Gail Toltl Boughourian 
Mary Ganey Charters 
Paula Kirchmeyer Czubaj 
Jeanne Senecal Faman 
Geraldine Nowak Gilchrist 
Kathleen Colquhoun Grieco 
Jane Szpylman Kaminski 
Marian Kasprzak 
Elizabeth Kirchgraber 
Elaine Szalkowski Lang 
Elda McKinnon 
Jeanne Senegal 
Mary Duggan Taggart 
Barbara Zimmermann
1966
Yvonne Boutet Andriatch 
Joan LaCavera Bakos 
Sheila Gillogly Bogulski 
Marilyn Gillooly Borer 
Anne Aragoni Boyle 
Pamela Clark Burrett 
Virginia De La Cerda Buscemi 
Catherine Baldwin Ealy
m
Marianne Kieffer Fahle 
Alexandra Eiczere 
Suzanne Cole Fortner 
Rosanne Canty Foy 
Sarah Gabel
JoAnn Mocarski Gautrau 
Dorothy Giangreco 
Elizabeth Papa Hausbeck 
Susan Salva Hrabak 
Patricia King
Marguerite Panepinto Laniok 
Elizabeth DuRoss Liddy 
Jacqueline Schultz Iimoncelli 
Pamela Dalberth Malthaner 
Marianne Krieger Margrave 
Joyce Marks 
Moira Cass Martin 
Susan Martin 
Patricia McGroder 
Aurelia Meszaros 
Penelope Moore 
Sharon Muldoon 
Mary Thomas Palczynski 
Marguerite Panepinto 
June Pavlik 
Anne Preston 
Barbara Rackl 
Sheila Sullivan Ragan 
Mary Reisdorf OSF 
Maribeth Scholze Reizer 
Regina Ritter SSMN 
Irene Rados Snyder 
Janet Kapela Speirs 
Marilyn Haller Stith 
M. Loriette Tokasz CSSF 
Elizabeth Kawczynski Tooley 
Joan Ford Wallenhorst 
Barbara Weber
1967
Sanchez Agramonte 
Irene Allan
Joan Reichard Belchard 
Susan McCleary Bleb 
Sandra Klosinski Chaprin 
Marlene Faber Cressman 
Mary Cuillo 
Andrea Cuito Davoli 
Jacquelyn Downs 
Jean Nuffort Edwards 
Marilyn McMahon Eruimy 
Brigid Gough Eustace 
Arm Falzone 
Catherine Gales OSF 
Arm Buettner Glass 
Kathleen Hirkala 
Barbara Rinear Hover 
Maryjanczak 
Eleanor Jasinski 
Kathleen Pietszak 
Marilyn Klubek
Virginia Kusak 
Diane Becker Lange 
Ann Lanighan 
Natalie Mack 
Lina Calvo McDonald 
Barbara Cullen McEwan 
Susan McGinnis 
Susan Morrison 
Patricia O’Toole Nichols 
Armmarie Connors Powell 
Mary Rindfuss SSMN 
Barbara Rinear 
Elizabeth Russell SSMN 
Carol Ritzenthaler Ryan 
Mary Feldman Salmon 
Elaine Sawidd 
Terry Scheeler 
Huberta Wolf Schroedel 
Rita Siemieniedd 
Mary Wolkonowski Smith 
Elizabeth Coleman Speck 
Sheila Stapleton 
Rosanne Truxes 
Mary Bourque White 
Patrida Ledford Wint 
Elaine Zawidd
1971
Jean Bentley
Barbara Strempek Bissaillon 
Jean Borden 
Barbara Pearles Boyle 
Margaret Klein Conte 
Jane D’Zurilla 
Silvia Bustillo DelFora 
Claire Dixon 
Anita Ernst 
Shelly Fink 
Mary Cook Froehley 
Sally Connors Garvey 
Mary Glasheen 
Arm Baker Grazioplene 
Audrey Gulczewski 
Arm Hackford 
Barbara Faust Harder 
Carol Signoracd Hatem 
Patrida Hedwig 
Janice Thornton Horton 
Melisse Huber 
Margaret Hutchinson 
Susan Ientile
Kathleen McConnell Igney 
Melanie Luft Jakway 
Carole Keys 
Jane Kodela 
Marie Lane Krum 
Patrida Zilliox LaBella 
Deborah Lawler 
Christine Lawrence 
Frances March Manning 
Lorraine Maurino
Marianne Trinca Meiss 
Mary Jo Flanagan Mochnal 
Adriana Zanin Nagel 
Nancy Nuchereno 
Patrida Pfifer
Sandra Grabowski Pietrowski 
Anne Roche 
Shirley Roy 
Mary Seewaldt 
Kristina Krafft Sheehan 
David Shoemaker 
Carol Kaluzny Waltz 
Kathleen Weldon OSF 
Barbara Wiencek
1972
Theresa Barry
Elizabeth Bauer-Simon
Margaret Bidefeld
Mary Lewis Christofaro
Sharon Corrigan
Diane Costello
Anita Dillman
Mary Doyle
Sara Mulvey Duval
Angda Scafetta Fahio
Mary Bollman Fischer
Joan Sporski Gerstner
Kathleen Goda
Erika Goldstuecker
Elizabeth Archibald Harrison
Marsha Hurley
M. Christine Jacobs
Karen Kelley Johnson
Yolanda Lauricella
Edith Patterson LeMaster MTASCP
Pamela Mattar
Janice Matzner
Anne Ogiba Mierzwa
Linda Monsour
Pamela Moore
Anne Ogiba
Andrea Bell Ondak
Valerie Velardo Palmisano
Mary Bjorkman Pfoltzer
Barbara Pisarek
Christina Feltes Rice
Christina Roeck
Shirley Sapp-Burgess
Mary Bove Saxton
Gail Wier Smolinski
Nancy Waltho Sniatedd
Ruth Trottnow
Carole Maver Twohig
Adrienne Webdale
Mary Welch
Patrida Williams
Elizabeth Schmid Zdyb
Debra Zettel
1976
Eugene Balbierz 
Fredda Berkowitz 
Marlene Bilotta 
Mary Gaglione Bragg 
Anna Chang 
Marlene Cheman 
Barbara Chambers Ekpo 
Beth Enders
Doria Todtenhagen Enright 
Janey Gaile Ferguson 
Margaret Fletcher 
Kathryn Fraueheim 
Carol Ganson
Nancy Swartz Gerstenberger 
Michele Granda 
Susan Hart 
Gerald Jahreis 
Maiyjuszynski 
James Kaminski 
Shannon Mullen Kirby 
Kathleen Curran Leihenguth 
Eugene Lenahan Jr.
Ralph Magliette Jr.
Kathryn Walsh Maleck 
Deborah Mariani 
Diane Marsh 
Maureen Haley McKenzie 
Cathy Tohia Naylor 
Iiboria Parks 
Jeri Ray
Susan Blunden Rizzo 
Caroline Roberts 
Suzanne Schwartz 
Christine Siembida 
John Simich 
Linda Hirst Smith 
William Smith Jr.
Donald Tirabassi 
Marica Tourkovich 
Marian Vemey 
Sophronia Williams 
Ardice Hoffmann Zier
1977 
Elaine Beall 
Frances Briere 
Pamela Chapman 
Jacquelyn Bellamy Copeland 
Frances Robinson Crane 
Margaret Doe
Susan Zaepfel Dommell 
Karen Hansom Fonseca 
Virginia Gaglione 
Violet Scott Hall 
Sue Hartwick 
Kathleen Herry 
Mark Kawaler 
Maura Kearney 
Deborah Derrett Kibhy 
Joyce MacAlister Lagno 
Michael Lownie 
Loretta Loyacano 
Kim Martin 
Gwendolyn McCrorey 
Darlene Conners Miceli 
Dominic Miceli 
Janet Olsen 
Mary Creighton Pardo 
Judith Piccirillo 
Cheryl Facer Price 
Pamela Rinow 
Geraldine Lawler Robinson 
Cynthia Stewart 
Eunice Theobalds
Abdul Wasi
Jeannette Napieralski Webb 
Gwendolyn White 
Cynthia Yurkewicz
1981
Jeanne Addeo Ambuter 
lisa  Schlauch Bolhnan 
Bertha Hill Bradley 
Dorothy Brown 
Endrea Brzezniak 
Judy Burnett 
Karen Campbell 
Mary Marsden Corcoran 
Linda Irmgard DeRoss 
Mary Faso 
Laura Flanagan 
Cindy Radice Flood RN 
Diane Furlage 
Edith Gruene 
Patricia Jaroszynski 
Julie Johnson 
Sophie Klimas 
Nicholas Kouimanis 
Robert Kowalick Jr.
Melvin Leff 
Joan Iiskiewicz 
Suzanne Mack 
Joanne Davis Miller 
Barbara Harvey Myers 
Nancy Angierski Narowski 
Ellen Schmidt O’Keefe 
Mary Panipinto 
Debra Pietrzak 
Mary Jo Reynolds 
Sally Winterhalter Sieg 
Lutie Snyder 
Bonnie Ulrich 
Rebecca Larsen Van Son 
Michael Vargovich 
Zodie Jones Winston
1982
Michael Agoston 
Jeanne Argentieri 
Deborah Barton 
Jeanne Clark 
William Cylar 
Michelle Doyle 
Ellen Pacer Fischer 
Robin Walton France 
Vanessa Frith 
Thomas Garrett 
Kyle Grimm 
Clifton Howell 
Barbara Kelly 
Sheryl Leach Knab 
Debra Kuon 
Lauren Lawendowski 
Kathy Luba 
Theodore Martines 
Linda Moore 
Angela Rivi 
Randall Russell 
Karen Sommer Schwindier 
lisa  Shepherd 
David Sisson 
Marvin Smith Jr.
Virginia Spychaj 
Cathleen Thuman 
Deborah McClaren Tooles 
Mary Onofrio Zastrow
1986
Mary Methfessel Allen 
Karen Arcara
Bryan Blevins 
Jill Debus Brown 
Scott Brown 
lisa  Bullen-Murphy 
Paul Cammarano 
Kathleen Carey 
Colleen Castro 
Kathleen Chapin 
Christine Cinquino 
Michael Cobb 
John Cooney 
Christa Stritzel Farah 
Matthew Henry 
Melanie Hermanson 
Diana Hughes 
Marie Heinz Jaeckle 
Diane Marsala 
Alesia McIntosh 
Cecilia Price 
Sharon Rabent 
Alice Regan 
Bruce Ribbel 
Laurette Savage 
Migdalia Silva 
Ann Skillman 
Ellen Blanchard Sweet 
Linda Thielke
Valerie Breckenridge Trevino 
Mary Walheim FMDC 
Heather Weston 
Deborah Weyand 
Theresa Termer Wojdcki 
Diane Woods
Jacqueline Young-Dumashire
1987
Elaine Artemas 
Hakan Atmaca 
Holly Farmer Bartlett 
Lori Bregman 
Elizabeth Corbett 
Monica Corey 
Ruth Cucinotta 
Mary Czubaj 
Mary Deegan
Mary Biniaszewski Drzewiedd
David Gadsden
Jeffery Gospodarski
Carol Fries Johnson
Paula Bealo Kolwanoski
Mary Kotlowski
David Ladd
Renee Masters
Noreen Menendez
Scott Nowak
Adrienne Shropshire
Karen Smith
Richard Smith
Vera Stawick
Amy Steed
1991
Ann Honan Algigi
Efstratios Antoniadis
Kimberly Browka
John Butler
Kim Marie Connolly
Marco DelSalto
Michael Garrastazu
Elizabeth Gautreau Gussaume
Karen Hogue
Marianne Kokosenski
Mira Latona
Joyce Laurie
Maureen Sexton Longo
Tammy Marthage 
Carina Pabnisano 
Lisa Patterson 
Mohammad Qazi 
lisa  Rakovan 
Barbara Smyczek 
lisa  Whiteman 
Jeffrey Williams 
Daniel Zimmer
1992
Debra Bednarczyk 
Michael Blessing 
Margaret Heather Bowling 
Judith Postell Bratcher 
Anne Blasting Butler 
Lorn Reif Chiaramonte 
Patrick Clough 
Todd Dame 
Sonia Decker 
Deneil Dover 
Coreen Flynn 
David Harris 
Kelly Hastings 
Timothy Johnson 
Deodata Vaccaro Keller 
Diane Lamb 
lisa  Galus Lazor 
William Marder 
Lori Piazza
Maura Murphy Rittling 
Sandra Rushok 
Christine Schwab 
Maureen Sweeney 
Lance Thomas 
Lonnie Tuman 
Ellen Schumacher Walker 
Sherrie Webber 
Rasak Williams
1996 
Sara Burgio 
Karen Carlson 
Travis Carrow
Charlotte Brasington Crawford
Margaret Hall Devaraex
Melinda Digati
Angela Dumas
Holly Duscher
Michelle Kills
Krista Frazee
Kimberly Dyleski Godoy
Lynne Garett Graham
Jacqueline Healy
Suzanne Keyes
Theresa McPartland
Jennifer Mogavero
Marie Potodd
Michael Shutika
Angela Simkhaeva
Kristin Taylor Williams
1997
Richard Brazil 
Kathryn Hatch Brewer 
Toni Calton 
Alison Darbee 
Shannon Dearborn 
Brace Nathan 
Nicole Nicotra 
Hillary Powers 
Vanessa Tory 
Sandi Wallace 
Adelle Walter 
Sharon Goodwill Wasner 
Patrida Wisniewski
C a l e n d a r  o f  E v e n t s
May
11 Senior Show  IV
7-9 p.m .
Goldman/Greenfield Gallery
Hum anitarian Award D inner 
Social Work Departm ent 
7-9 p.m .
W ick Social Room
14 P i Zeta Induction
Nursing Honor Society 
6-10 p.m .
Alum ni Lounge
18 Baccalaureate
8 p.m ..
W ick Social Room
A rt Exh ibit 
Closin g Reception 
5-7 p.m .
Goldman/Greenfield Gallery
19 Comm encem ent
1p .m .
Shea’s Buffalo
22  W N Y Com puter Society M eeting
7 p.m .
Duns Scotus 34
2 3  Women’s Wellness Initiative: 
“ Breast Cancer in  the Pregnant 
Patient”
6-7:30 p.m .
Business Building, 101
Prevention Education Conference
8 a.m . - 5 p.m .
W ick Center
2 4  Prevention Education Conference 
8 a.m . - 5 p.m .
W ick Center
28 M em orial D ay H oliday
31 Nursing Open House
6-9 p.m .
Alum ni Lounge
June
12 Breast Cancer Network M eeting
6-10 a.m .Schenck 101
2 0  Women’s W ellness Initiative  “ Management o f VB A C Patient”  6-7:30 p.m.Business 101
21 First D ay o f Sum m er
2 9  A rt Exh ibit Opening Reception
“ Sally  Bloom ”7 p.m .
Goldman/Greenfield Art Gallery
See what else is happening 
at Daemen! Visit
www.daemen.edu
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employment, and access to all programs, services, and other activities offered by the College.
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